A

WORD ABOUT JOHN DUNS SCOTUS
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Since abstractive cognition concerns equally
the existent and the nonexistent, if the beatific act were of this sort one could be beatif
ically happy with a nonexistent object, which
is impossible.... Bea ti tude, on the contrary,
can never be found unless the beatific object
is reached immediately and in itself. And this
intuitive intellection is what some call, and
rightly so, face-to-face vision, basing them
selves on the words of the Apostle: "We see
now through a mirror in an obscure manner, .
but then face to face." (1 Cor 13:12)
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FOREWORD

Summer is beginning to wane but holding on tenaciously
to that urge to grow which characterizes nature during the
season. With the approaching new academic year, however,
we are reminded that summer is not the sole proprietor of
prolific growth. As the air turns sharp and clear, so may our
minds and hearts turn to new insights and increased dedi
cation to our Franciscan way of life.
To help ease into the new season we have a variety of au
thors , genres and topics in this issue. The upcoming 700th
Anniversary of the death of Duns Scotus directs a spotlight
on the Subtle Doctor and Seamus Mulholland, Anne Bartol
and Daniel Horan have offered new ways of understanding
Scotus and the way his work can inform our lives today.
Poetry also abounds in this issue , each poet challenging us
to new views of elements of our comfortable paradigms . Rus
sel Murray, a new author to our pages , shares his insights
on Franciscan ecumenism. Matthew Rooks, another new
comer to our pages, presents a new way of looking at Fran
cis's treatment of his body. And Girard Etzkorn, a writer very
familiar to the Franciscan Institute and our readers , looks
at the challenges today's theologians face in reconciling the
Franciscan concept of relationship with deeply embedded
pre-Vatican sacramentology. Rounding out the pages is a re
view of a recent publication by Murray Bodo and our usual
announcements and list of upcoming events on the Francis
can Circuit.
Another piece of good news to share is the completion of
the History of the Third Order Regular Rule: A Source Book.
This volume, a labor of love of Margaret Carney, O.S .F., Jean
Fran<;ois Godet-Calogeras, Ph.D. and Suzanne Kush, C.S.S.F.
represents two years of dedicated labor and captures for to
day's Third Order (and other interested family members) the
birth process of the Rule and Life of the Brothers and Sisters
of the Third Order Regular of St. Francis in 1982. Check out
our shopping cart for information about this and all of our
pu blications.
Peace and all good!

DUNS SCOTUS THE FRANCISCAN

SEAMUS MULHOLLAND, O.F.M.

Ifwe take up any work about Duns Scotus , they will all men
tion that he was a Franciscan. But in the main, that is all
they will do , mention it. To many scholars working in the
field of academic Scotus studies , the fact that Scotus was a
Franciscan is either, at worst, an irrelevancy or, at best, an
unavoidable fact of history. But for those of us Franciscans
working in the field of Scotus studies, it is the key to access
ing him.
Academic scholars will present theses and theories on
various elements of Duns Scotus 's thought, primarily his
metaphysics , or his ethical theory. But they will not, as a
general rule, examine Scotus in terms of his Franciscanism.
But then, why should they? What relevance or bearing does
being Franciscan have on Scotus as a philosopher or, indeed,
a theologian? The simple reason for investigating Scotus the
Franciscan is that unless it is clearly grasped that Scotus
was indeed a Franciscan then his academic endeavors will
never be understood. Being Franciscan was not something
that Scotus became, it was something he was. His whole life,
from early adolescence until the day he died, was lived in
a Franciscan environment ar1'l1 ethos, not just intellectually
but spiritually.
One of the early biographical traditions concerning Sco
tus identifies his uncle as General Vicar of the newly erected
custody of Scotland and thus he would have had some ex
posure to Franciscan matters. But more recent research has

5~((~dP
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shown this tradition to be spurious.' A more reliable bio
graphical account comes from John Major2 who says that
when Scotus was still a boy he was grounded in grammar and
taken by "two minorite friars" to the convent [friary] at Ox
ford. It was there that he eventually made profession in the
religion of Blessed Francis. 3 Scotland, though it had friaries,
did not have enough members to constitute its being recog
nized as a Province. His relocation to Oxford meant Scotus
was recognized even at a young age as having a great deal of
intellectual potential. Indeed Scotus may have been referring
to his own formation when he wrote:
... at the present time there are those who are thirteen
years of age who are better instructed in the clerical
life and liturgical practices than a twenty year old
adult in the primitive church."
Further indication of Scotus's studies at Oxford is attest
ed to by a fourteenth century writer who inscribed a manu
script:
This is from the Ordinatio of the Venerable Friar John
Duns of the Order of Friars Minor who flourished in
Cambridge, Oxford and Paris and died in Cologne. s
The issue of whether Scotus was actually ever in Cam
bridge is still a matter for debate, but there is no doubt that
he was in Oxford. The Friars opened their house in Oxford in
I

H. Docherty, "The Brockie Forgeries ," in Innes Review 16 11965]:

79-127 .
2 John Major, A History of Greater Britain as well England as Scotland,
Compiled from the Ancient Authorities by John Major by name indeed a
Scot but by Profession a Theologian, trans. from the Latin by A. Constable
(Edinburgh , 1892).
3 Major, A History, 206-07.
4 Ord. IV d. 25, q.2.
5 In a colophon to Codex 66 of Merton College , Oxford. Other chro
nologies are from A. Callebaut, "Le Bienheureux Jean Duns Scot etudiant
a Paris vers 1293-1296," Archivum Franciscanum Historicum 17 11924]:
3-12; idem , "Les sejours du B. Jean Duns Scot a Paris," La France Fran
ciscaine 12 [1929J: 353-74; C. Bali<;, "The Life and Works of John Duns
Scotus," in Studies in Philosophy and the History of Philosophy 3 [1965J:

10-1l.
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1226 and achieved a major coup when Adam Marsh persuad
ed Robert Grosseteste, Bishop of Lincoln and the foremost
scholar of his day in England, to teach the friars theology,
which he did between 1229-1235. 6 And it may be suggested
that it was from Robert that the friars of Oxford gained their
love of and abiding interest in the natural sciences, logic and
the empirical and phenomenological approach that so char
acterised their work and writing.
In the period leading up to Scotus's studies at Oxford the
list of Franciscan masters who taught there reads like a veri
table "Who's Who": Adam Marsh, Thomas of York, Richard
Rufus of Cornwall, John of Pecham, Roger Bacon , William
of Ware [who may have been Scotus's teacher]. As the young
Scotus grew and matured into religious and intellectual life,
these were the men of whose thought, works and Franciscan
way of living he was the inheritor.
It is, of course , valid to ask the question: why, unlike
Bonaventure, does Scotus not mention St. Francis or make
reference to his writings? Perhaps one would need to look
at what stage Bonaventure begins to write about Francis in
great detail. Bonaventure, who it must be admitted makes
little sense without Francis, 7 did not really begin to write
about Francis until after he had been made General Minister
with all the attendant responsibilities for discipline, affirm
ing the friars, encouraging them and, where necessary, tak
ing a very firm and resolute line with those deemed to be re
calcitrant. s But as both a student and doctoral candidate at
the University of Paris, his concentration was on preparing
6 Though Grosseteste was not a Franciscan his involvement with the
friars and the length of time he spent teaching them at Oxford ensures
that, when a history of the Oxfordia.l;l..Franciscan tradition is written , Gros
seteste is almost always mentioned as a friar by "adoption." See Daniel A.
Callus, "The Oxford Career of Robert Grosseteste," Oxonie nsia 10 (1945):

42-72.
7 See for example the introduction to E. Cousins, Bonaventure: Tree of
Life, Major Life and The Journey of the Mind into God, Classics of Western
Spirituality (New York, NY: Paulist Press , 1978).
a See Bonaventure, Writings Concerning the Franciscan Order, Works
of Saint Bonaventure V (St. Bonaventure, NY: The Franciscan Institute,

1994),29.
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his Commentary on the Sentences and his lectura. At Oxford
and Paris Scotus would have found himself in the same posi
tion , i.e. having to undertake those tasks necessary for the
completion of his course of studies for Master of Theology as
laid down in the Charters of the Universities. 9 Neither Scotus
nor Bonaventure attended the Universities of Oxford or Paris
to write spiritual tracts about Francis of Assisi.
However, it was precisely as Franciscans that they were
there. Scotus's formation, from entrance into the novitiate
until the day he died, was a Franciscan formation. We are
not being unreasonable in assuming that, while in the friary
at either Oxford or Paris, Scotus took part in those tasks,
communal and pastoral, that Franciscans still undertake to
day in community living. Thus , to argue that Scotus's Fran
ciscanism is an irrelevance, "accidental" or subservient to
his academic prowess as a metaphysician is to remove what
can be argued as the most important element of Scotus's
own understanding of himself. The celebration of Mass, the
recitation of the Divine Office as laid out by Francis in the
Rule, living and working with friars in formation, and full
participation in the ordinariness of community life would all
have been normal elements of Scotus's Franciscan life.
The argument that this central, dynamic, driving, nurtur
ing force in Scotus's life - his Franciscanism - need not be
taken into account when considering his intellectual endeav
ors will not stand. Scotus the Franciscan is as vital to our
understanding of what drove his heart as Scotus the great
metaphysician is to our understanding of what drove his
powerful mind. In joining the Franciscans Scotus was intro
duced to a way of life that profoundly influenced everything
he wrote. His Franciscan vision of the world is to be found all
through his works. Nowhere does it show itself more clearly
than in the Primacy, on the uniqueness of each individual
thing within a common nature, his psychology that empha

9 The best summary of Scotus's studies is to be found in C. K. Bramp
ton, "Duns Scotus at Oxford 1288-1301," in Franciscan Studies 24 (1964):
5-10; see also A. G. Little, "Th e Franciscan School at Oxford ," Archivum
Franciscanum Historicum (1926): 803-74, esp . 869.
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sized the will, freedom, love. What Bonaventure saw through
the lens of theology, Scotus looked at with philosophical eyes
and celebrated with love. So let us explore the Primacy of
Christ to illustrate the point, beginning with the words of
Francis:
We thank you for as through your Son you created us,
so through your holy love with which you loved us you
brought about his birth as true God and true man by
the glorious, ever-virgin, most blessed, holy Mary and
you willed to redeem us captives through his cross
and blood and death (ER XXIII: 3).
Francis is not, of course, speaking about the primacy as
we would understand it. Francis was not a theologian but he
is certainly the inspiration for Scotus's doctrine that devel
ops from Francis's Christocentric mysticism. It is noteworthy
that in the above quotation there is as much emphasis on
the love of God as the motive for the Incarnation as there
is on redemption from sin. The soul of Franciscan spiritu
ality is the virtue of love and Francis interpreted all reality
in terms of love. It was left to other friars, more educated,
to give Francis's worldview a theological and philosophical
expression. Scotus most successfully achieved this in the
teaching on the primacy.
From love of Christ Francis was led, as a natural conse
quence, to the love of all creatures. For him, creatures re
flected the infinite variety of God's richness. The meaning
of that variety Francis expressed in a poem, the Canticle. If
Francis was joyfully aware of Christ's presence in the uni
verse, he also realized that he shared with every part of crea
tion the duty of returning that love to God. United, as he
was, with all creation in such a sacred duty, it should come
as no surprise to us that he •addressed the Whole of creation
in relational terms .
This conception of reality has come to represent the Fran
ciscan approach to every field of intellectual activity. But it
is also at the root of all Franciscan spiritual and formative
activity. Scotus 's insistence that the study of theology is a
practical matter leading to union with God in this life, his
211
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teaching on Christ as the manifestation of God's love and the
center of creation, his emphasis on the primacy of the will
over the intellect, all come to demonstrate that love is the key
to his whole synthesis.
Scotus does not begin his examination of the uncondi
tional primacy of Christ through an exploration of the purely
hypothetical question, "If Adam had not sinned would Christ
still have come?"IO Scotus was trained at Oxford, so he does
not deal in hypotheses; he deals in facts. He is not interested
in what God may have done, only in what he has done. Nor
does he deal with the primacy in relation to the actual order
of things as created and worked out in the present economy
of salvation . Even when he does mention the Incarnation in
the purely hypothetical sense of Adam not sinning, it is to be
understood as a conclusion to what he says about the pre
destination of Christ.
In any case, such a purely hypothetical approach can
find no satisfactory solution. Thomas, rightly, refused to deal
with the question. Scotus examined the issue and concluded
that it was not very important. Such a question, after all,
could only be answered by God himself. II Scotus instead de
veloped a doctrinal thesis which presented the Pauline texts
on Christ's primacy and which gave greater attention to the
Christian belief in the kingship of Christ.
The question of the motive for the Incarnation was raised
before Scotus , having been treated by a number of the Fa
thers of the Church and early Christian writers. Maximus
the Confessor was the first to express the concept that Christ
was predestined for his own glory and then, as the final scope,
exemplar and mediator of all creatures. In the seventh cen
tury, Isaac of Nineveh wrote that the Incarnation would have
taken place independently of the sin of Adam.

JO This is the standard way of addressing the question of the Incar
nation in Book III of the Commentary on the Sentences by the Medieval
Scholastics.
11 Summa Theologiae Illa S.l art. 3. Thomas's examination of this
question, while ultimately making it clear that Christ comes as a redeemer
is not only thorough but very balanced.
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It is of particular interest to Franciscans that Robert
Grosseteste taught the doctrine at Oxford. In Grosseteste's
view the potential of creation always was to bear the God
Man. And that potential can only have been present if the
intention for God to become Man was prior to creation.
Before Scotus, the question of the Incarnation had always
been framed within the context of the sin-hypothetical. He re
examined it , and his conclusion was that Christ is willed by
God for his own sake. Given the scriptural teaching that God
is love and the doctrine of the Incarnation, Scotus develops
the question: Whether Christ was predestined to be the Son
of God. He concluded that Christ is first predestined by God
as the summum opus Dei - God 's masterpiece - and that pre
destination is unconditional. It is not caused or occasioned
by sin. If the fall were the cause of Christ's predestination,
then we should have to admit that, in the event of no sin,
the most perfect creation of God - the Incarnation - would
not have taken place which, Scotus remarks very tersely, ap
pears extremely irrational.
The reason for this is devastating in its simplicity: if Adam
had not sinned, the greatest love would never have been giv
en to God because the less-than-perfect-Iove of all creation,
as compared with the perfection of Christ's love for God, had
not been refused . That God should brush aside the greatest
and most perfect love of Christ for the lesser love of human
ity [in the sense explained] Scotus cannot accept. Because of
the infinite perfection of his love, Christ has the primacy of
excellence and finality in the Divine Intention. 12 He is uncon
ditionally prior to every thing in the created order.
Because Christ is the most perfect work of God, he is the
first intended by God in the plan of creation. Scotus bases
this reasoning on the fact that rational creatures first intend
.....
the end of anything and then the means to achieve it. 13

Rep. Par. Ill, d.7. aA.nA.
In a well-ordered action, the end is willed before the means [Op.
Ox.III, d.7 , a.3, n.3]. In a well ordered action, a greater good is willed before
a lesser one [Ibid.]
12

13
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In one act of creation, God, "willing in the most orderly
and rational way" intends Christ before all other creatures
because of the supreme perfection of his love. It is for Christ
and in Christ that all creation is willed. Scotus writes:
Still, it does not seem to be solely because of the re
demption that God predestined this soul to such glo
ry, since the redemption or the glory of the souls to be
redeemed is not comparable to the glory of the soul of
Christ. Neither is it likely that the highest good in the
whole of creation is something that merely chanced
to take place. And that only because of some lesser
good. Nor is it probable that God predestined Adam to
such a good before he predestined Christ . Yet all this
would follow, yes, and even something more absurd.
If the predestination of Christ's soul was for the sale
purpose of redeeming others, it would follow that in
foreordaining Adam to glory God would have had to
foresee him as having fallen into sin before he could
have predestined Christ to glory. 14
Scotus comes to his Christocentric vision of the cosmos
in this way: God is love formally, precisely love and charity,
and not just because of what he has done:'5 Love is its own
reason and God 's love is the reason for all else. In God there
is one act of loving all things, and this because there is only
one object which is the reason of his own lovableness and
the reason of loving all , in whatever way they are lovable. '6 It
is through love that we are led ever deeper into the mystery
of the meaning of God; and through such love we learn that
mystery is something we never cease to understand more
and more. So let us see if we can lay Scotus's thought out
more clearly:

14 Translation of Scotus's Ordinatio lII , d 7 , q 3 as found in Mary Beth
Ingham, Scotus for Dunces: An Introduction to the Subtle Doctor (St. Bo
n a venture, NY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 2003), 175.
15 Deus est fonnaliter dilectio et fonnaliter caritas et non tantum effec
tivelOp.O x 1 d.18, S.3, n.31].
16 Rep. Par. III , d. 32, S. un. n.10.
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1. In the first place God loves himself in the most perfect
manner. He is love ..
2. In the second place he loves himself in others and this
love is ordered and holy. His love tends to diffuse it
self, spill out, bubble over.
3. In the third place, it is the will of God to be loved by
someone outside himself who can love him in the most
perfect way.
4. Finally he foresees the union between himself and
Christ who loves to the infinite degree in which he
loves himself.
Beginning, therefore, with the love of God, Scotus arrives
at Christ as the center of the entire cosmos. And this is also
the essence of the Christology (if we can name it as such) of
st. Francis.
I would suggest, therefore, that the cruelest thing ever
said of Duns Scotus - that he was a Franciscan who had lost
the spirit of St. Francis'7 - is not only a monumental insult
and untrue but that it demonstrates the critic's lack of famil
iarity with Scotus's work or a complete misreading and mis
understanding of it. Scotus's teaching, not just on the Pri
macy, but also on the Immaculate Conception, the Will, and
indeed even on haecceitas, burns with the fire of the Francis
can spiritual vision. At the heart of Francis's understanding
of the person of Christ there is the infinite, ardent love that
underpins the Incarnation and at the heart of Scotus's un
derstanding of the Incarnation there is the heart of Francis
of Assisi. What Francis poetically expressed in the Canticle
of Sir Brother Sun, Scotus philosophically expressed in Ordi
natio and the Reportata Parisiensis. While the language and
expression of Francis and Scotus may be for different audi
ences, the central preoccupa'rton is the same.
Duns Scotus the Franciscan, far from losing the spirit of
St. Francis, is one in whom the spirit burns and expresses
itself with the same profound love that is the essence of the

17

B. Landry, La Philosophie de Duns Scot (Paris, 1932), 245.
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mystics who have glimpsed the very court of heaven. To sug
gest that an understanding of the Franciscanism of Duns
Scotus is unnecessary to understand his thought is, in fact,
to render the thought of Duns Scotus irrelevant and mean 
ingless since his Franciscanism provides its pulse, its dyna
mism, its life blood. Duns Scotus did not join the Order of
Medieval Philosophers, he joined the Order of Friars Minor.
His intellectual endeavor did not inform his Franciscanism,
rather his Franciscanism informed his intellectual endeavor.
It is now time for Scotus scholars to recognise the singular
fact that Scotus was a Franciscan and that this is crucial to
understanding him. If they fail to grasp this haecceital fact
about Duns Scotus the Scholastic, then they have failed to
grasp Duns Scotus. While they may present his thought, his
theology, his philosophy to us, they can never present his
heart. And yet, as the example of the Primacy above shows,
what is Scotus's thought without his heart?

SONNET FOR THE DEATH OF DUNS SCOTUS

1308-2008
In this moment I glimpsed the Face
That I had loved so long and sought
In word and script and life and thought
That I might, just once, embrace
All that had been freely made known
In gesture, word, and loving action:
In first instance of spoken Word,
In first instance of ordered Light,
Who was all at once the Infinite Lord
In human reality and human history
That stretched from Bethlehem to Calvary,
And deep, dark, damp, and silent tomb
Which on that morning so long decreed
Became the world's life-giving Womb.
SEAMUS MULHOLLAND,
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INTUITION IN JOHN DUNS SCOTUS
AND ITS ROLE IN THE JOURNEY
TO UNION WITH GOD

ANNE BARTOL,

o.s.c.

John Duns Scotus, medieval Franciscan theologian and phi
losopher (1266(?)-1308), is most well known for his belief in
and explanation of the Primacy of Christ and the Incarna
tion. Another aspect of Scotus's thought regards the human
person's way of thinking, the cognitive process - most spe
cifically the intellectual capacity for an intuitive act. It is this
aspect , and its role in our journey to union with God that
will be treated here.

The Concept
John Duns Scotus believed that the human person
grasped reality in two ways: through an abstract, compara
tive knowledge and through a direct knowing, or intuition. I
Abstract knowledge, of an object that may either be present
or not at the time of knowledge, is based on previously seen
or described images. For example, I know that the animal I
see now - or the animal that is being described to me - is a
dog because I have seen man~ogs that were explained to me
as being a dog. I have retained a mental picture of what a dog
looks like, and therefore I believe this one I see now is a dog.
1 All descriptions of Scotus's thought (the material in the "Concept"
section) are summarized from: Mary Beth Ingham, Scotus For Dunces: An
Introduction to the Subtle Doctor (St. Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Insti
tute Publications , 200 3).
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This way to knowledge is a well-accepted concept by all phi
losophers and theologians , including Aristotle who described
it in his work De Anima. Scotus , however, believed that the
human person also has the capacity for direct knowledge
of an object or person as it is present in its own existence,
without the intermediary of an image or mental picture. This
immediate knowledge, accompanied by certainty of the exis
tence of the object and independent of sense experience, he
calls intuitive cognition or intuition.
One reason Scotus gives for the human capacity for in
tuition is the beatific vision. This direct seeing of God will be
an immediate knowledge that the one whom we see is God
without any mental picture to assist us. In order to enjoy this
vision, the human being must be endowed with such an un
mediated capacity to know, an intuition. Scotus believes that
this capacity is present in each of us from birth , although it
has been muted due to original sin . Another argument in fa
vor of our capacity for intuition lies with Jesus: he possessed
this capacity in his rational grasp of his surroundings and
of the presence of his Father. Jesus is our model, in whose
image we are made; he represents the human being who has
achieved its fullest potential. His possession of intuition thus
points to our own - though limited - possession of this ability
that will be fully developed in the life to come.
Another reason Scotus uses to support his belief in in
tuition lies in the relationship between the intellect and the
senses. In knowing through the abstract method , the eye has
more direct contact with the object, seeing it first and then
transmitting it to the intellect for comparison with previously
viewed images in order to name it. With intuition, the intel
lect, rather than the eye, has direct contact with the object,
knowing without the need for comparison with previous im
ages. Intuition thus gives more importance to the intellect
over the senses, which is logical since it is the superior fac 
ulty.

Anne Bartol

Some Examples
Scripture
Well, theory is interesting, but what about concrete ex
amples? Scripture contains a few illustrations of this capac
ity for intuition. At the creation of the world:
The Lord God formed out of the ground various wild
animals and various birds of the air, and he brought
them to the man to see what he would call them; what
ever the man called each of them would be its name.
The man gave names to all the cattle, all the birds of
the air, and all the wild animals (Gen 2: 19-20).2
Then , when the Lord had made Eve:
The man said : "This one, at last, is bone of my bones
and flesh of my flesh; this one shall be called 'woman,'
for out of 'her man' this one has been taken" (Gen
2:23) [emphasis added] .
Adam named the animals without any previous mental
image of what they were, since none existed. When he named
woman especially, he had a direct and immediate knowledge
of who she was - his partner - and therefore was able to
name her. We see here an example of the fully developed
capacity of intuition before the Fall , enabling Adam and Eve
perfectly to fulfill the will of God who commanded, "be fertile
and multiply; fill the earth and subdue it" (Gen 1 :28).
Jesus gives us the most examples of intuition at work.
As he was calling his first disciples, "Jesus saw Nathanael
coming toward him and said of him, 'Here is a true Israelite.
There is no duplicity in him' "(John 1:47). Jesus knew im
mediately who Nathanael wa?J· in this first encounter. Like
wise, in the meeting with the Samaritan woman at the well,
Jesus knew who she was without ever having met her, telling
her all about her five husbands. In both cases, great good
2 All Biblical references are from the New American Bibl e, unless oth
erwise indicated.
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resulted from the use of intuition: Nathanael became a fer
vent believer and apostle - "You are the Son of God, you are
the King of Israel!" (John 1 :49) and the woman repented and
became a follower. Both became evangelizers , spreading the
news of Jesus to their friends and neighbors.
Why was such good brought about? Because intuition is
direct contact with the truth, and therefore, with God. The use
of this capacity is both the sign/effect and enabler/cause,
in the possessor and in others involved, of closer union with
God , brought about by and leading to prayer. Jesus ' own
experience of prayer to his Father demonstrates this link.
Jesus also attempts to communicate the important role of in
tuition in his direct language about himself. He does not say
"I show the way, I tell the truth and I bring life ," but rather "I
am the way, the truth and the life" (John 14:6).
When the crowd came to arrest him, telling him they were
seeking Jesus of Nazareth, "He said to them , I AM ... " When
he said to them 'I AM,' they turned and fell to the ground
(John 18:5- 6). Here , Jesus is expressing the direct intuitive
connection between himself and God - in fact, that they are
the same person - and what is more important for illustrat
ing the capacity for intuition, the crowd understands that he
is God in a direct, immediate way and responds with appro
priate awe, by falling to the ground .3
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Joan of Arc, at her first me.eting with the Dauphin, instantly
identified him from a crowd of 500 courtiers, among whom
he had disguised himself to test her sanctity.4 Although she
attributed this identification to help from her voices, intui
tive cognition could have been the tool used by them to ac
complish this. This seemingly miraculous identification was
a major reason for the King 's confidence in the divinity of
Joan's mission and, therefore , also a major factor in the sav
ing of France. St. Anthony of Padua, invited to a banquet
by heretics at Rimini, understood immediately that the food
was poisoned. After confronting his hosts with this fact, he
agreed to eat it upon their insistence that they were testing
him, since the Lord had said "if they drink any deadly thing
it shall not hurt them" (Mk 16: 18). When he finished the
meal unharmed, they were completely converted. s Finally,
St. Francis, in referring to God as "all good, supreme good,
totally good, You Who alone are good,"(OfP, The Geste of the
Great King) uses "good" as a noun, as well as an adjective ; he
communicates to us who God is, not only what God is like.

The Rest of Us

Outside of scripture, there are many tales of saints who
possessed this capacity in some measure. Both Sts. Pio and
John Vianney, in their confessionals , often knew their peni
tents and what was in their hearts without previously meet
ing them, reciting their sins to them before they were men
tioned and, thus, leading stubborn souls to repentance. St.

What about the rest of us , who are only saints-in-the mak
ing? Although, as Scotus believes, our intuition will be fully
developed only in the beatific vision, it seems that God de
sires us to grow in this ability in our earthly life , as Scripture
tells us : "Be still and know that I am God" (Ps 46: 11) .6 Many
who walk into a Catholic Church say that they can sense the
presence of God in the Blessed Sacrament, particularly cit
ing a sense of emptiness in churches of other denominations
they have visited.
On a more prosaic level, pewaps you have heard an an
ecdote or two about the occurrence of intuition and the won

3 Although the members of the crowd were not s inless and , therefore,
n ot in full possession of this faculty, it cou ld be proposed that the strength
of Jesus ' presence a nd the powerful truth of this statement overwhelmed
their rational, abst ract facu lties which would view Jesus as simply a hu
man being.

Frances Gies, Joan of Arc (New York: Harpe r & Row, 1959), 49.
Leopold De Cherance, St. Anthony of Padua (New York: Benziger
Brothers, 1907), 11 3 .
6 Thi s reference is taken from The Liturgy of the Hours (New York:
Catholic Book Publishing Co., 1975).
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der and mystery that surrounded it. There is the more g~n
eral notion of intuition, which is not the same sense of whIch
Scotus speaks, in "having a hunch" that something would
happen, or someone would react in a certain way. This .oc
curs usually in those who are more attuned to the invisIble
network of human feelings and desires and enables them to
predict an outcome.
In terms of Scotus's definition of intuition - that is, cer
tain knowledge of a present and existing object or person
in its existence, unmediated by images or mental pictures 
there are certainly some examples in the world today. What ,
after all, is love at first sight? Even though it may begin only
with infatuation , there are stories of such relationships that
have lasted . There is a couple who became engaged three
day s after meeting and married three weeks later! They re
mained happily married for over 50 years .
In another case illustrating the capacity for intuition, a
woman once shared an interesting story:
There were several of us at a company social gath
ering, during which a $25 gift certificate was to be
raffled off. We all put our names into the box for the
random drawing, and when the supervisor put his
hand in to choose , I somehow knew instantly that I
had won. I was directly across the table from him and
as he lifted his eyes from the paper to read th e name , I
looked directly at him, as if to say that I knew . As our
eyes met, he read my name. Amid the clapping and
congratulations, I couldn't shake this interior shiver
that something powerful had happened - and I don't
mean the winning of the certificate or just my know
ing about it beforehand, but also the communication
I shared with the supervisor: it was so important and
powerful, as if for that instant we were somehow eter 
nally connected.
A note of caution should be added here. Anyone with a
budding sense of intuition could not , in good faith , use it as
support for any selfish or destructive action. For God wills
our fully -developed humanity only for the good. Any belief
222

that "I knew who he was just by looking at him and therefore
didn't offer him the job" or "I knew from the moment we met
that she didn't deserve it" smacks loudly of prejudice and ir
responsibility .

Conclusion
So, where does this leave us? John Duns Scotus has giv
en us a powerful insight into the potential of the human be
ing and a preview of a necessary aspect of th e beatific vision.
His belief in and explanation of the capacity for intuition is a
wonderful gift to us , enabling us now to see how we are more
directly connected to reality, and, therefore, to God. More
importantly, through an understanding and collection of ex
amples of this attribute , we see how it aids us in growing in
union with God, in becoming our truest selves.
One final, personal example may help to emphasize the
importance of this gift. When I was a child, I had a very close
and loving relationship with someone, sharing many interests
and activities together in mutual affection. After some years,
however, her behavior changed suddenly: affection was re
placed with anger, embraces with rough physical treatment
and verbal expressions of contempt. I became sad, confused
and insecure , and for a long time, I was unable to trust oth
ers . Later, I learned the reasons behind the negative behavior
and understood intellectually that it really was not directed
at me personally, nor was I to blame for it; still, for many
years I felt betrayed and thought only of how I had been hurt.
Forgiveness always seemed out of reach.
Then one day when we were together, I suddenly saw this
p erson , not as someone who had failed me , hurt my feelings,
or in some other way disappoj,pted me, but as who she was
in herself, before God. Instead of being someone comprised
of my psychological projections or who existed to satisfy my
emotional needs, I saw that she was a complete and holy per
son - with many flaws and vulnerabilities, but complete in
h erself - and as such totally loved by God. In this moment of
understanding, I heard the Lord within asking me to love her,
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just as she was, with no expectations. I understood that she
had suffered far more than I and was in great need of love.
This was the attitude proper to my truest self, the self God
was calling me to be. This knowledge changed my feelings
toward her and has enabled me to be more free and loving,
gradually lifting the weight of an unforgiving and judgmental
spirit from my own heart.
Thank you, John Duns Scotus, for your most precious
insight which aids us in becoming the Christs that God cre
ated us to be.

PRAYING WITH THE SUBTLE DOCTOR:

TowARD A CONTEMPORARY SCOTISTIC SPIRITUALITY
1
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Who Cares About Scotus?

(
Jesus is our modef, in whose
image we are made; he rey
resents the human being who
has achieved its fu[[est yoten
tia[ J-{is yossession of intu
ition thus yoints to our own 
though fimited - yossession of
this abifity that wi[[ be furry
deve[oyed in the rife to come.

The year 2008 marks the seven-hundredth anniversary of
the death of John Duns Scotus. Much has been planned in
honor of this milestone, including The Quadruple Congress,
a series of conferences each exploring a particular aspect of
the corpus of this renowned medieval Franciscan thinker. I
The conference themes include his philosophical and theo
logical works, his metaphysical and ethical system, and an
historical retrospective of Scotus's influence and the devel
opment of the Scotist school through the centuries. What is
not included is an examination of the spiritual component of
his thought and subsequent work.
The absence of significant scholarship that explores the
practical, spiritual and theological implications of Scotus's
work remains a sad reality. Few, if any, have delved into the
deep-seated Franciscan spirituality that appears to have an
chored the philosopher and theologian, and thus a substan
tive study of Scotus's own personal experiences of prayer is
yet to be produced. The exception to this rule is Mary Beth
Ingham who has, in fact, expressed a significant apprecia
1 The first of these conferences took place at St. Bonaventure Universi
ty on October 18-21, 2007 with the theme "The Opera Philosophica of John
Duns Scotus. " Three additional conferences are scheduled in Oxford (July
21-24,2008), Bonn (November 5-9 , 2008) and Strasbourg (March 18-22,
2009); with themes, "The Opera Theologica of Scotus," "The Metaphysics
and Ethics of Scotus," and "Scotism through the Centuries," respectively.
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tion for that which served Scotus at his spiritual core. 2 Ing
ham writes:
I find that where scholars misread or misunderstand
Scotus they have not taken adequate account of his
spiritual vision precisely as a Franciscan .... Here is
a thinker who is consciously spiritual in his intellec
tual endeavor and consciously Christian in his under
standing of the divine nature. ]
Elsewhere, Ingham exhorts Franciscan scholars to be
more aware of those areas of Scotistic scholarship that have
gone significantly unexplored; areas such as the aesthetic
spiritual implications for matters of a moral and pastoral
nature that might be beneficially informed by the work of
Scotus. 4
For many, the reading and study of Scotus's work can be
burdensome. Scotus, though he died young - around the age
of 42 - left behind a significant body of influential work that
is dense and technical. People outside of academia, and even
those inside the academy who do not specialize in areas re
lated to Scotus, when faced with his philosophical and theo
logical thought, might raise the legitimate question , "Who
cares about Scotus?" This is a question rooted in concern
that the medieval work of the Scottish Franciscan bears no
practical relevance today. If one is not a trained philosopher
or theologian, what does Scotus have to offer? I believe the
answer to that question is found in part through examination
of his work, but more completely in what is not written. As
Ingham acknowledges, Scotus 's spiritual life should be seen
2 See Mary Beth Ingham, "Fides Quaerens Intellectum: John Duns
Scotus, Philosophy and Prayer," in Franciscans at Prayer, The Medieval
Franciscans volume 4 , ed. Timothy Johnson (Leiden / Boston: Brill, 2007),
167-9l.
3 Mary Beth Ingham, Scotus for Dunces: An Introduction to the Subtle
Doctor (St . Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 2003),
145.
4
Mary Beth Ingham, "John Duns Scotus: Retrieving A Medieval
Thinker for Contemporary Theology," The Franciscan Intellectual Tradition,
Washington Theological Union Symposium Papers 2001, ed. Elise Saggau
(St. Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 2002), 103-04.
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as the foundation upon which all of his intellectual inquiry is
built. It is here, the spiritual foundation of Scotistic thought,
that we can retrieve practical relevance for today that even
the most unlettered Christian might appreciate.
As a Franciscan friar, Scotus is an inheritor of and a con
tributor to a rich and dynamic spiritual tradition beginning
with the vita evangelica of Francis of Assisi. So often, as Ing
ham reminds us, Scotus is seen as a participant and leader
in the equally rich Franciscan intellectual tradition, without
due regard for his role in the spiritual life of the same com
munity. While the absence of serious consideration of the
spiritual significance of Scotus is jarring, he is in good com
pany. Bonaventure, while recognized for his spiritual con
tribution in works like the Itinerarium Mentis In Deum,5 has
often been eclipsed by colossal spiritual figures like Francis
and Clare. Until recently, it seems as though he was also
relegated to a place among the great intellectuals of history
whose scope was limited to complex philosophical and theo
logical explication. In recent years, scholars and writers have
re-engaged Bonaventure in order to retrieve his spiritual in
sights, thoughts and guidance that continue to speak to us
in our contemporary world. 6
Like Bonaventure, Scotus offers contemporary Chris
tians a great deal on which to consider and reflect, tran
scending the strictures of the academy to enrich the spiritual
life of even the most simple pray-er. While this article is a

5 See Bonaventure, Itinerarium Mentis In Deum, Works of Saint Bo
naventure II, eds. Philotheus Boehner and Zachary Hayes (St. Bonaven
ture, NY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 2002).
6 In the English language see Ilia Delio, Franciscan Prayer (Cincin
nati, OH: St. Anthony Messenger Press, 2004); Ilia Delio, The Humility
of God: A Franciscan Perspective (Crncinnati, OH: St. Anthony Messenger
Press, 2005); and Josef Raischl and Andre Cirino , The Journey Into God:
A Forty-Day Retreat with Bonaventure, Francis and Clare (Cincinnati, OH:
St. Anthony Messenger Press, 2002) . These authors engage the theological
and philosophical work of Bonaventure as it relates to the foundational
spiritual insight of the early Franciscan movement as articulated in the
writings of Francis and Clare. All three volumes mentioned above are de
veloped in such a way as to provide access to the everyday reader seeking
a deeper appreciation for the Franciscan spiritual tradition.
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preliminary examination of Scotus's continued relevance in
the Franciscan spiritual tradition and remains introductory
in scope, my hope is that it might animate further study of
and conversation concerning Scotus's spiritual significance
today.
To lift from his life and work Scotus's spiritual experienc
es, I propose an examination of his primary hermeneutic as
a methodological starting point. Love is the foundational lens
through which Scotus views his relationship to God, to oth
ers and to creation.' When identifying the reason for God's
creative act or exploring the reason for the Incarnation, Sco
tus turns to love as the existential answer. Love will serve as
the thread that links the three areas of Scotistic spirituality
that we will examine in this brief study. After an introduction
to Scotus's view of love as the reason par excellence, we will
look at Christ, humanity and creation. It is in and through
these particular subjects that we can better appreciate Sco
tus's spiritual life and his contemporary relevance.
I hope to demonstrate that his work, brilliant and compli
cated as it is, may also serve as a prayerful reference point in
our reflection on relationships rooted in love. Scotus speaks
to us today and, through his work, articulates the reality of
Divine love present in creation and in our own nature. Al
though the name John Duns Scotus may never stand beside
those of John of the Cross, Ignatius, Francis, Clare, or even
Bonaventure as spiritual masters , it is my hope that he may
not be left too far behind.
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use connotes sacrifice, care, concern, selflessness, affection,
self-gift, passion, tenderness, consideration for, loyalty,
respect, attraction, fidelity and other feelings or experiences
that transcend language all together. This powerful word is
at the core of Scotus's worldview. His entire system evolves
from and revolves around love.
Alan Perreiah reminded scholars of a significant blind
spot in Scotus scholarship. While a resurgence of interest in
Scotus began in the preceding decades, little attention has
been paid to emotion in the Scottish Franciscan's theory. 8
Reflecting on the image of Scotus at that time, Perreiah
confirmed the dry and serious caricature often painted of the
thinker. Perreiah continues, "The idea that a human person
would have an emotional life associated with each of these
factors is hardly noticed by modern scholars."9This called the
scholarly world to consider seriously the multidimensional
and complex nature of the scholastic master. Beyond the
intricacies of his philosophical and theological work rests a
deeply spiritual and loving human person. His reflection on
life, God, and his close relationships - particularly with his
Franciscan brothers in community - led him to discover love
as the metanarrative theme told by God and all of creation.
In a recent article Franciscan theologian Kenan Osborne
proposed a reconsideration of Scotus's philosophical and
theological contributions to Christian spirituality.l o The
typical view of Scotus's Distinctio XVII of the Reportatio I-A
is that he maintains a rejection of the position espoused by
Peter Lombard, Henry of Ghent, and Godfrey of Fontaines

All You Need Is Love
Love is an amorphous term. The confusion surrounding
its meaning is complicated further by the English language's
lack of specificity and our unfortunate tendency to overuse the
word. When used in its proper context, love is perhaps one of
the most powerful words in the English lexicon. Its authentic
7 See Daniel Horan , "Light and Love: Robert Grosseteste and John
Duns Scotus on the How and Why of Creation ," The Cord 57 (2007), 252 
53.
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8 Alan Perreiah, "Scotus on Human Emotions, " Franciscan Studies 56
(1998): 325-45.
9 Perreiah, "Scotus on Human Emotions ," 326 .
10 Kenan Osborne , "A Scotistic F"J'undation for Christian Spirituality, "
Franciscan Studies 64 (2006): 363-405. Osborne explores the foundation
for an interpretation of the Gospel life (vita evangelical through examina
tion of Distinctio XVII of the Reportatio I-A by way of a spiritual hermeneu
tic in order to glean Scotistic perspective on Christian love of God and
neighbor and the free will assoc iated with making decisions to love . See
also John Duns Scotus , Ordinatio III , suppl. Dist . 27 , in Duns Scotus on
the Will and Morality, trans. Allan Wolter (Washington: Catholic University
of America Press , 1986), 422-47 .
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vis-a.-vis the univocal nature of caritas that is the Holy Spirit
and caritas that is human love. ll The position of Lombard
et al is that "the Holy Spirit [caritasj is indeed the very
love [caritasj by which we human beings love God and our
neighbor."1 2 Osborne's examination of Distinctio XVII is an
effort to retrieve the spiritual underpinnings of Scotus's view
of caritas in light of the Divine-human and human-human
relationships striven after in Christian living.
While Osborne does not explicitly identify a uniquely
Scotistic spirituality, the centrality of love in Christian living
and relationship as Scotus's primary hermeneutic is certainly
affirmed. Osborne's recognition that Scotus moves beyond
intellectual rivalry in denouncing his intellectual predecessors'
limited position in order to illuminate the primary mode of
Christian response in our world, namely love freely given,
helps to put Scotus's starting point in perspective . This line of
inquiry suggests that Scotus's philosophical and theological
work is rooted in prayerful reflection of what it means to be
created in love and for love . We continually return to this
omnipresent theme in the corpus of Scotus.
In his Tractatus De Primo Principio (Treatise On God as
First Principle), Scotus begins with a prayer:

o Lord our God, true teacher that you are, when Moses
your servan t asked you for your name that he might
proclaim it to the children of Israel , you, knowing what
the mind of mortals could grasp of you, replied: 'I am
who am,' thus disclosing your blessed name. You are
truly what it means to be, you are the whole of what it
means to exist. This, if it be possible for me, I should
like to know by way of demonstration. Help me then,
o Lord, as I investigate how much our natural reason
can learn about that true being which you are if we
begin with the being which you have predicated of
yourself. 13
For more see Osborne, "A Scotistic Foundation ," 386-99.
Osborne, "A Scotistic Foundation," 386.
13 John Duns Scotus , Tractatus De Primo Principia 1.2, in John Duns
Scotus: A Treatise on God as First Principle, trans. Allan Wolter (Chicago:
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This text presents Scotus as someone beyond simply an
inquiring mind. He shows himself to be a thinker that is deeply
connected to his subject - God - in a personal relationship.
He connects his proceeding endeavor with the source of its
origin and acknowledges that God is the definition of what
it means to be and it is only with God's assistance that he
might come to understand anything correctly. Allan Wolter,
in his commentary on this text, informs the reader that this
prayer, while repugnant to modern philosophers as being
superfluous to the task at hand and even inappropriate in
scholarly discourse , was extracted from the original text and
presented in a condensed form in a collection of ascetical
writings devoid of the philosophical argumentation. 14 At
some time the prayers of Scotus were considered to be of
value enough to be rewritten. l5
More striking than the prayer itself is what follows. In his
presentation of the interrelationship of ordered elements,16
Scotus refers to God not simply as the "unmoved mover"
of ancient Greek Philosophy, but as both the efficient
and final cause of creation rooted in loving relationship.
Scotus frequently returns to love as the central element in
his metaphysical discourse. Clearly his approach, one of
prayerful inquiry founded on a deep appreciation for the
centrality of love, is inspired by the spirituality of Francis of
Assisi. According to Ingham, Scotus's work stands on two
pillars: 1) all of creation exists as a gift from God, and 2)

Franciscan Herald Press, 1982), 2. Emphasis added . IHereafter De Primo
.,.
Principia].
14 Wolter, John Duns Scotus: A Treatise on God as First Principle, 160
61.
15 Wolter makes reference to the Berlin manuscript (Codex B) and the
proximity of the condensed form of Scotus's De Primo Principia, minus
the philosophical argumentation, to Bonaventure's Itinerarium Mentis in
Deum. The compiler(s) of the manuscript obviou s ly found Scotus's prayers
of great spiritual vaJue to be included aJongs ide Bonaventure's most ac
claimed spiritual work.
16 De Primo Principia 2. 3-51.
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preference is always given to love over knowledge in an effort
to better enter into relationship with God. 17
Beraud de Saint-Maurice writes of the central position
that love has in the thought of Scotus when compared to
intelligence :
It is easy to perceive the primacy that love holds over
intelligence, since the intellect draws its object to itself
and molds it to its own size, so to speak, whereas
love goes to its object and , without restraint nor loss,
attains it as it is in itself. I S
Scotus 's spirituality, found beneath and within his
philosophy, makes real the dignity of humanity and creation .
His focus on the individuality of the person (haecceitas) as
created by God 's infinite love reveals much about his prima ry
hermeneutic. As we examine Scotus's approach to Christ,
humanity, and creation, may we look through the lens of love
to share in Scotus's worldview and in doing so, p r ay with the
Subtle Doctor.

Christ: Love Incarnate
The necessity of the Incarnation as argued by Scotus
testifies to the great depths of his spirituality. For Scotus,
the Incarnation is the summation of Salvation History, not
viewed as atonement for the grievous sin of humanity, but as
the most concrete sign of God 's infinite love and goodness .
Some before him, like Anselm of Canterbury, saw the Incar
nation as what Scotus might describe as a conditional act
of God 's love in response to the human need for Salvation.
Scotus believed such a position was intrinsically flawed for

J7 Mary Beth Ingham , "John Dun s Scotus: An Integrated Vision ," in
The History of Franciscan Theology, ed. Kenan Osborne (St. Bonaventure,
NY: Franciscan Institute Publication s , 1994; reprinted 2 007), 186-8 7.
J8 Bera ud d e S aint-M a urice , "The Contemporary Significance of Duns
Scotus ' Philosophy," John Duns Scotus, 1265-1 965, eds. John Ryan and
Bernadine Bonan sea (Was hington, DC: Catholic University of America
Press , 1965), 365.
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it stood against our fundamental beliefs about God and how
God acts.
Scotus asserts God's unconditional love in Christ, stating
that Jesus would have been born regardless of human sin
fulness. Even if humanity had never sinned, the Word would
still have become flesh . Scotus radically shifts the focus from
us to God; from debt to gift; from sin to love. According to this
hermeneutic of love the response we have to the Incarnation
is not a debt based in human sin , but a debt anchored in
10ve. '9 Scotus summarizes this position himself:
Neither is it likely that the highest good in the whole
of creation is something that merely chanced to take
place, a nd that only because of some lesser good. Nor
is it probable that God predestined Adam to such a
good before he predestined Christ. Yet all of this would
follow , yes , and even something more absurd. If the
predestination of Christ's soul was for the sole pur 
pose of redeeming others, it would follow that in fore
ordaining Adam to glory, God would have had to fore
see him as having fallen into sin before he could have
predestined Christ to glory. 20
There is no doubt that the Incarnation played a signifi
cant role in the spirituality of Scotus. One attuned to rec
ognize God 's love, Scotus 's prayer almost certainly involved
meditation on the immense generosity and limitless care God
has for God's own creation. There is no manifestation of this
gracious gift of God's Self more explicit than in the decision
to become Incarnate. The awareness of this reality led Sco
tus to explore philosophically that which he reflected upon
prayerfully. It naturally follows that the recognition of such
tremendous love and humility found in consideration of God
Incarnate would lead one t6 a profound experience of the
J9 Mary Be th Ingham, "Duns Scotu s , Divine Delight and Franc iscan
Eva ngelical Life," Francis can Studies 64 (200 6): 3 43.
20 John Dun s Sco tus , Ordinatia III, dis t. 7 , q. 3, trans. Allan Wolter,
"John Duns Scotus on th e Prima cy a nd Personality of Christ ," in Francis 
can Christo!ogy, ed . Damian McElra th (St. Bonave ntu re, NY: Franc iscan
Ins titute Publications , 19 94), 148 -5l.
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transcendent. In this respect our quest for a glimpse into
the spiritual world of Scotus intersects with that of his own
Franciscan tradition.
Ilia Delio 's description of Franciscan Prayer reflects the
Incarnational view of Scotus:
The simplest way to describe Franciscan prayer is that
it begins and ends with the Incarnation. It begins with
encountering the God of overflowing love in the person
of Jesus Christ and ends with embodying that love in
one's own life, becoming a new Incarnation. 21
Connecting this insight with that of the true meaning of
the Franciscan vita evangelica, Delio reminds us that in the
humility of Christ lies the path of those wishing to follow the
Gospel. It is ultimately God 's love as Trinity that remains at
the center of Christ's humility ; it remains our task to con
stantly rediscover the love of God and our love of neighbor in
our journey to imitate Christ's humility.
We can use Scotus's incarnational reflection as a launch
ing point for our own prayerful encounter with God's love.
What is moving about his adamant defense of the necessity of
the Incarnation is the power of God's forgiveness that shines
through his work. Scotus's intellectual adversaries were con
cerned about the relationship between The Fall and human
redemption gifted through the Incarnation. Scotus finds this
correlation immaterial. Sin plays no major role in his un
derstanding of God 's choice to enter our world as a human
being. Scotus certainly believes in sin and the problems that
are associated with human brokenness. However, God 's love ,
mercy and goodness completely outweigh whatever sinful
ness human beings encounter. Drawing again on the love of
God, Scotus reminds us of the inherent dignity of humanity
in God's glorification of human nature through the Incarna
tionY Scotus makes us aware that God's love overcomes our
brokenness and God's forgiveness overcomes our sin.

Scotus's prayer of the Incarnation is gratitude. Upon
recognizing the tremendous gift of JesuS the Emmanuel
(God-with-us)/3 Scotus is moved to thanks . Thanks for the
glorification of our human nature. Thanks for the gift of re
demption in spite of our brokenness. Thanks for the out
pouring of God's forgiveness of our sin. When we fall short of
our own expectations and find it hard to see God or good in
the world, Scotus points to the Incarnation as a reminder of
God's imminent presence among and within us. His prayer
stems from the recognition that we are not alone, but that
God loves us beyond any possible conceptualization and de
sires to be with us. When the problems of our troubled world
threaten our faith and we are unsure where to turn, Scotus's
view of the Incarnation provides a starting point for prayer
and sign of God 's fidelity. May we share in the faith Scotus
has of God 's love made present in our world through the In
carnation.

Humanity: Individually Loved
Theologian Michael Himes, reflecting on the Incarnation,
notes a fundamental truth that lies at the heart of our un
derstanding of the meaning of God-becoming-human. Himes
says, "[the Incarnation] is not, first and foremost , the revela
tion of who God is ; first and foremost, it is the revelation of
who we are. The Incarnation tells us what it means to be a
human being."24 This observation brings us Scotus 's view of
humanity.
If the Incarnation serves as the most explicit and concrete
sign of God's love, while also glorifying humanity through
God's physical entry into our world, then the creation of hu
manity must reflect the love of God in tremendous ways and
to unfathomable degrees. In p"'artial response to incarnation
al inquiry and additional reflection on creation, Scotus de

Ingham, Scotus for Dunces, 78.
Michael Himes , The Myste ry of Faith: An Introduction to Catholicism
(Cincinnati , OH: St. Anthony Messenger Press, 2004), 2 0.
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velops a concept he calls haecceitas (Ii terally "th is-ness"). 25
As God's divine intentionality led to the Incarnation, so too
God chose to create other beings. Scotus spends a great deal
of his intellectual energy on understanding and explaining
what it means to be created by God, and it should come as
no surprise that his foundation is again God's love.
If we look closely at the meaning of haecceitas, we see the
inherent dignity that is ascribed to humanity - and later to
all of creation - that arises from the principle that individu
ation is the result of God's direct creative work. In his early
lecture at Oxford, De Principio Individuationis (The Principle
of Individuation) ,26 Scotus rejects a number of previously held
theories about the nature of individuation. Ranging from the
assertion of Aristotelian causes and quantity to negation and
matter, Scotus found these proposals inadequate. 27 It seemed
to Scotus that these views were beneath the obvious dignity
of God's creative work. Instead, he insists, individuation is
rooted in the very substance of a thing or person and not
simply its accidents (shape, color, number, etc.). 28
Allan Wolter explains the significance of Scotus's develop
ment of the notion of haecceity:
[ScotusJ makes an important claim , that where ratio
nal beings are concerned it is the person rather than
the nature that God primarily desired to create. His
remark is in answer to an objection that individuals
do not pertain to the order of the universe, for order is
based on priority and posteriority, and individuals are
25 Wolter summarizes the mea ning of ha ecceity: "Haecceity or 'th is
ness ' has a twofold function : (1) it makes each individual unique and inca
pable of duplication , even by a n omnipotent God; and (2) it differentiates
it radically and ultimately from each and every other individual, whether
it be of the same or a specifically different type ." Allan Wolter, John Duns
S cotus: Early Oxford Lecture on Individuation (St. Bonaventure, NY: Fran
ciscan Institute Publications, 2005), xii.
26 The English translation is found in Allan Wolter, John Duns Scotus :
Early Oxford Lecture.

all on par with one another. Not only do individuals
pertain to the order of God's universe, Scotus retorts,
but, in communicating "his goodness as something
befitting his beauty, in each species" he delights in
producing a multiplicity of individuals. "And in those
beings which are the highest and most important, it
is the individual that is primarily intended by God"
(Ordinatio II, d. 3 , n. 251). 29
This principle has dramatic implications for our lived ex
perience of community, society and faith. Scotus argues for
the primacy of God's creative intent in the creation of every
single person. Therefore, we cannot limit the reading of Gen
esis 1 :31 to suggest that humanity in general was created
"very good ," but that each and every person was created very
good. Wolter goes on to explain that this notion of haecceity,
when applied to the human person, "would seem to invest
each with a unique value as one singularly wanted and loved
by God, quite apart from any trait that person shares with
others or any contribution he or she might make to society."JO
In other words, it is not what we do, what we have, or how
we act that makes us loved by God and worthy of love from
others . Rather, it is who we are - individually created, willed
and loved into being by God - that is the source of our dignity
and value.
At the core of Scotus's spiritual reflection that drives this
philosophical inquiry stands the Franciscan conviction of
solidarity and fraternitas. Through this lens Scotus sees the
previous theses of individuation as deficient, and he works
to rectify the inadequate system of non-egalitarianism that
provides the foundational subtext of bias and inequity. Even
though Scotus was most likely a realist who was well aware
of the historic condition of in1bstice in the world , I suggest
the prayer of Scotus that emerges from this philosophical
exercise is one for human solidarity and love of neighbor. We
see in his intellectual work a window into the spirituality of

27 Kenan Os borne, ·'Incarnation, Individuality a nd Diversity : How does
Christ reveal the unique value of each person and thing?" The Cord 45
(1995) : 25.
28
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someone who sincerely believes in the value of each person
and who, through the same work, invited others to remem
ber this truth.
In our world that is so ravaged by violence, hunger, mar
ginalization , racism, terrorism, discrimination and injus
tice of every kind, we can look to Scotus and remember the
haecceity of each person. We can r ecall God's free and loving
choice to create every person who has, who does and who will
walk the earth. We can remember that not only does God in
dividually love us , but that every person is individually loved
by God. We can, through the philosophical system of Scotus ,
take root in a theory that leads to a praxis of solidarity and
love of neighbor. We can imitate God's love for each member
of the human family and help bring about God's Kingdom on
Earth.

Creation: The Sharing in Love
As we continue our exploration of the spirituality of Sco
tus, we can say that there are two legs upon which his view
of creation is founded: contingency and univocity. Like his
belief in the inherent dignity of the human person as found
ed on the principle of haecceity, or the willing-into-being and
loving by God of each individual, Scotus believes in the in
herent goodness of creation rooted in divine acceptance . 31
Mary Beth Ingham explains that the existence of creation is
the result of it pleasing the divine will. In other words, Scotus
believes that like the loving and free choice of God to create
each and every person, God likewise chose to create each and
every aspect of creation . All of creation is God's gift Y Sco
tus 's reflection on creation is an investigation of the "why" of
God's gift, ultimately concluding that it is an act of love out
of which God creates anything, and it is this love that serves
as the foundation for his spirituality of relationship.

Daniel Horan

This first leg, contingency, is representative of Scotus's
general preference for the primacy of love and the will over
reason and the intellect. This is where he diverges from the
Thomistic-scholastic school that preceded him in Paris and
through which his true Franciscan colors can be seen. All
that exists does so as the result of God's loving choice to
create. There is no necessity associated with God's creative
act in Scotus 's view. Rather, God creates out of the desire
(will) to be in relationship with the other (love). Because of
this reasoning Scotus hails the very existence of anything at
all as the direct result of God's gift of creation. Contingency,
then, is the philosophical articulation of the spiritual insight
that grounds the Franciscan movement in ecological fratemi
tas. What we see arise from this picture of creation is a God
who does not serve simply as the "unmoved mover" at the
end of a causal chain, but a God who is personal and loving,
who knows each part of creation in its haecceity and chose
to create it. J3 Scotus's only explanation for the beauty of cre
ation is rooted in God's love and goodness.
The second leg of Scotus's spirituality of creation is the
assertion of the univocity of being. In addition to the impor
tance of contingency in Scotus's view of God and creation is
the development of his understanding of the nature of ex
istence. Here emerges Scotus's assertion that being (ens) is
univocal. Whereas others, perhaps most notably Aquinas
with his analogical discussion of being, steer clear of the po
sition that being can be understood as univocal , Scotus in
sists that if human beings can "know" anything at all, then
we have to support the univocity of being. This fundamen
tal epistemological question (how can we know anything?)
spurs the doctor subtilis to understand being as that which is
shared by all. Simply put, we have to "know" being because
.".
non-being cannot be experienced. Human cognition needs to
be rooted in some natural foundation in order to reflect on

3 1 Mary Beth Ingham, Ethics and Freedom: An His torical-Critical Inve s 
tigation of Scotist Ethical Thought (New York: University Press of America,

1989) , 242 .
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God, humanity or the rest of creationY Therefore something
can be said to be or not-be, but to know something it must
be. Because the creative act of God is rooted in God's very
nature, namely love, all of creation partakes in this divine
nature to some degree. At the very core of a created thing's
being stands the fact that it exists when it could otherwise
not exist. Scotus, while viewed as radical by some critics who
insist on negation or analogy as the way to speak about be
ing, believes that creation does in fact share being (ens) with
GodY This is how we are able to say that we "know God. " If
we shared nothing in common how could we possibly know
God? The fact that God exists , we exist, and that tree exists,
demonstrates that we share an a priori and intrinsic condi
tion - namely, our being. Ultimately, we can say that there
is an interconnectedness shared among all of creation that
instills and supports a deep sense of dignity and value to all
of creation. Like Francis before him , Scotus saw in creation
the natural fraternal relationship of all that exists. 36
Creation's contingency and Scotus's view of the univoc
ity of being expresses some important features of Scotus 's
spirituality. In this sense we can say that Scotus is following
in the footsteps of Francis. The final explanation for the cre
ation of anything in general, and the creation of this beauti
ful world in particular, when God could have chosen not to
do so, is a sign of divine benevolence and love . That we all
share our existence attests to the interconnectedness of all
of creation that stems from a personal, relational God. The
prayer that emerges from Scotus 's view of creation is a peti
tion for right stewardship of the earth.

34 Mary Beth Ingham and Mechthild Dreyer, The Philosophical Vision
of John Duns Scotus (Washington, DC: The Catholic University of America
Press, 2004), 40.
35 For a more detailed in troduction to the five arguments Scotus pro
poses in defense of his theory of the uni voci ty of being see Ingham and
Dreyer, The Philosophical Vision of John Duns Scotus, 38-51.
36 For an introd u ct ion to a Franciscan view of eco logical theology and
spirituality see Ilia Delio, Keith Warner and Pamela Wood, Care for Cre
ation: A Franciscan Spiritua lity of the Earth (CinCinnati , OH: S t. Anthony
Messenger Press, 2008).
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As we continue to awaken to the needs of our battered
and bruised earth, Scotus's perspective of creation as God's
generous gift of love draws our attention to our responsibil
ity as stewards called to live in right relationship with our
world. With the threats of global warming, animal extinction
and the exhaustion of some of our natural resources loom
ing, our prayer might echo Scotus's own appreciation for the
unique and blessed gift of God's creation. We can become at
tuned to the cry of the suffering environment that shares its
contingent existence with us. We can recognize the inherent
dignity of an earth that is so perfectly designed to foster so
much life . We can learn to love this world as God , the source
of its existence, does.

Praying with the Subtle Doctor or Conclusion
I hope that this article serves as an invitation for oth
ers to join in reconsidering Scotus's place in our Franciscan
spiritual tradition . There remains a great deal of work, as In
gham alludes, in shedding light on the contributions of this
medieval Franciscan thinker and to present those insights
in a contemporary context. As we reflect on Scotus 's work,
we begin to discover beneath the philosophical and theologi
cal discourse the rich spiritual and prayerful experience of a
brother rooted in the Franciscan tradition.
Scotus speaks to us today. In a world of suffering and
brokenness, there remains the glimmer of Christian hope
that sparkles in the work of John Duns Scotus . With Sco
tus we can experience gratitude for God's continued pres
ence and love . In a time of fear and terror, we can petition
with Scotus to see God 's love in each other and recognize our
shared existence. In a world ~ere our earth is abused and
neglected, ours is a prayer with Scotus for the strength to be
better stewards of God's gifts.
Scotus has much to teach us today about living in a grace
filled world. Retrieval of Scotus's spiritual insight shaped by
Franciscan influence can help guide us in our contemporary
world. While some will insist that the fear, greed, and vio
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lence of today has replaced the goodness in our world, Sco
tus's work is founded on and supported by faith and hope
that transcends the challenges of the present time to recall
the source of our being - God's love. As we pause to reflect
and pray, may we look to Scotus's prayerful philosophical
insight to find God's presence in our world, to petition and
work for the wellbeing of our brothers and sisters, and to
pray for the ability to serve as right stewards of creation. Our
care for the earth, and those who are poor and marginalized
within it, will help our prayer, modeled after Scotus, form
us to show the face of God in our world. Such prayer should
lead us from our place of contemplation back into the world
with a response of loving action.

FRANCISCAN ECUMENISM?
AN INVITATION TO DIALOGUE

RUSSEL MURRAY, O.F.M.

In 2003 the Service for Dialogue of the Order of Friars Minor
published The Franciscan's Ecumenical Vocation. I For any
one who picks it up , this book offers an excellent overview
both of Christianity's tragic history of division and of the
ecumenical movement's efforts to turn this history's tide.
For us Franciscans, this book calls us to reflect upon how
we might contribute to this endeavor from the heart of our
identity, and for this book 's authors, there is no more appro
priate place to begin this reflection than with the person of
St. Francis of Assisi.
In the aptly- ti tIed chapter The Franciscan's Ecumenical
Vocation, the authors name Francis as "one of the most emi
nent ecumenical figures." In support of this statement, they
note that he "is unanimously loved in every Church and by
every religion . This fact alone ," they contend, "is an appeal to
the ecumenical vocation of every Franciscan."2
The Franciscan movement has something to say in
the ecumenical field , but above all else it has an ex
ample to set and a testimony to offer. For St. Francis
the man, his experience a~ what he propounds con

!
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& Studies, The Franciscan's Ecumenical Vo ca tion, trans. David Giddings

(Venezia: ISE; Roma: Curia Generalizia dei Frati Minori, 2003).
2 OFM Secretariat , The Francis can's Ecumenical Vo cation, 123. NB: I
have a ltered the tra nslation somewhat in order to facilitate an eas ier read
ing of the text.
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stitutes a message whose relevance is accepted and
recognized by Christians of all Churches. The experi
ence of St. Francis makes the Franciscan ecumeni
cal by nature. Francis was an ecumenical and uni
versal man, because of his radical Gospel experience,
his love for the Word of God who worked an ongo
ing conversion within him, because of his love for the
Church, his work of reconciliation and peacemaking,
the type of relationship he established with all people
and with the whole of creation: All this made Francis
the new man, who struck the right balance in his rela
tions with God, his fellow humans , and creation, and
the man to whom everyone can look with hope. 3
This is quite an appeal. Once again, we might say that
Francis has set the proverbial bar quite high. Then again,
honesty demands we recognize that that height has been
reached by far more saints than just our Seraphic Father.
This is particularly the case regarding those whose own radi
cal Gospel experiences appeal to Christians of every ecclesial
tradition, e .g., Mother Teresa, the modern apostle of the poor
who revealed the face of Christ among the destitute and dy
ing to whom the world so often closes its eyes; Dietrich Bon
hoeffer, the Lutheran pastor and ecumenist whose death at
the hands of Nazi executioners continues to witness to the
cost of discipleship. These are but two of the many "new"
men and women whose devotion to God 's Word, commitment
to ongoing conversion, love for the Church, and work of rec
onciliation and peacemaking make them people "to whom
everyone can look with hope."
What is so special about the "ecumenical and universal
man" St . Francis of Assisi? I ask this question not to dimin
ish the significance of Francis's message for Christians of all
Churches. Rather, I ask it with an eye toward discerning his
particular relevance for those committed to the ecumenical
movement, and what is more, the unique example and tes
timony that we, precisely as Franciscans, can make in the

3
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quest for Christian unity. I shall present what I see under
the following three headings: fratemitas, minoritas, and our
vocation to live the Holy Gospel. Before I do that, two things
should be clarified: first, the proper meaning of the word ec
umenism; second, the commitment of our Roman Catholic
Church to it.

Wha t is Ecumenism?
However obvious this answer may seem to some, it has
frequently been my experience, both in the Church and in
the wider culture, that ecumenism is a word loaded with
more meanings than it was ever intended to carry. Therefore
it is worth taking a moment to clarify the word's proper theo
logical meaning, which I shall do by first identifying what
ecumenism is not.
Ecumenism is not dialogue among world religions for the
sake of mu tual understanding and tolerant coexistence. Still
less is it dialogue among all people of good will, however al
truistic the goals of such a dialogue may be. To be sure,
these are important conversations for Christians to be in
volved in, but neither of them, or anything like them, may
properly be called ecumenism. Ecumenism is the effective
commitment of Christians to restore our visible unity as the
Body of Christ, his Church. 4 In a word, ecumenism is our
Amen to the prayer with which our Lord concluded his Last
Supper: "I pray not only for [my disciples], but also for those
who will believe in me through their word, so that all may be
one, as you, Father, are in me and I in you, that they also
may be one in us, that the world may believe that you sent
me" (John 17:20-21).

-

By "visible unity" I mean the effective manifestation of the funda
mental unity we have in Christ by virtue of our common baptism (a point
I shall take up at greater length in the text below) through s uch realities
as a co mmon profession of faith, eucharistic fellowship, and the mutual
recognition of ordained ministers by all Christian communities. In other
words, I refer to a unity of life and mission that recognizably mark us as
members of the one Body of Christ , present and active in and for the life
of the world.
4
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How easy it would be if ecumenism were synonymous
with such things as the Spirit of Assisi, intercultural coop
eration on the UN Millennium Development Goals, or sim
ply the promotion of inter-Christian understanding. Easy,
yes , but hardly the Amen our Lord desires. Ecumenism is
concerned with nothing other - and nothing less - than the
radical realization of our vocation as Church: in the unity of
our life of discipleship, to be God's sacrament of salvation for
the world.

The Commitment of the Roman Catholic Church
What is the Roman Catholic Church's commitment to
ecumenism? It is full and irrevocable. In their Decree on Ecu
menism (Unitatis Redintegratio) the fathers of Vatican II were
clear on this point, as have been all the post-conciliar popes.
As Pope John Paul II described it in his 1995 encyclical That
All May Be One (Ut Unum Sint) ,
A Christian Community which believes in Christ and
desires, with Gospel fervor, the salvation of mankind
can hardly be closed to the promptings of the Holy
Spirit, who leads all Christians towards full and vis
ible unity.s
For the unity of Christ's Church "is a matter of the love
which God has in Jesus Christ for all humanity; to stand in
the way of this love is an offence against Him and against
His plan to gather all people in Christ."6 Thus, the Holy Fa
ther exhorted all bishops, and all Catholic faithful, to "pro
mote the unity of all Christians by supporting all activities
or initiatives undertaken for this purpose in the awareness
that the Church has this obligation from the will of Christ
himself. "7
With this before us, how could our commitment to ec
umenism be anything but wholehearted? Nevertheless for

5
6
7
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centuries, literally up to the dawn of Vatican II, the Roman
Catholic Church officially shunned any activity or initiative
that did not echo the theme of Come home to Rome. What
brought about the conversion? It is a story worth recalling,
for it enables us to discern not only the demands ecumenism
makes of us as Roman Catholics, but also the manner in
which we as Franciscans can contribute to the work of all
those committed to it.
In 1919 Pope Benedict XV received an invitation from
Bishop Charles Brent of the Episcopal Church to send repre
sentatives to the first World Conference on Faith and Order,
an early endeavor by Protestants to examine the doctrinal
issues dividing Christians. The Holy Father showed inter
est; he even praised the aim of the endeavor. Nevertheless,
he felt obliged to decline the invitation. As to the reason he
gave at the time, the Roman Catholic Church is the one true
Church of Christ; if other Christians desire true ecclesial
unity they must come home to Rome . In 1928 Pius XI reiter
ated both this position and its reasoning in his encyclical On
Religious Liberty (Mortalitum animos) : "These pan-Christians
who turn their minds to uniting the churches seem, indeed,
to pursue the noblest of ideas in promoting charity among
all Christians."8
[Nevertheless] the union of Christians can only be pro
moted by promoting the return to the one true Church
of Christ of those who are separated from it, for in
the past they have unhappily left it. To the one true
Church of Christ, we say, which is visible to all, and
which is to remain, according to the will of its Author,
exactly the same as He instituted it .... [For] whosoever
.. . is not united with the body is no member of it, nei
ther is he in communion W'i'th Christ its head. 9
How did we get from this judgment by Pius XI to John
Paul II's support for all endeavors undertaken for the sake
of unity? In short, because at Vatican II we as a Church not
8
9
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only recognized but also affirmed the Lord's effective pres
ence among all who profess faith in him.
There was never any doubt among the bishops gathered
for Vatican II that they were truly successors of the apostles
who, together with the pope as bishop of Rome, governed
"the house of the Living God,"10 leading the Church in right
worship and teaching its true faith, as this faith was entrust
ed to them by the saints.ll At the same time as the Council
fathers affirmed the life we share in Christ as Roman Catho
lics, however, they also recognized how many of the elements
of this life were present among those not in communion with
the Catholic Church . 12 This caused the fathers to reexamine
the exclusivist ecclesiology of the pre-conciliar period and
likewise to reread Christianity's sad history of division with
new eyes. 13 This led them to a conclusion that would have
startled Benedict XV and Pius XI.
Even in the beginnings of this one and only Church
of God there arose certain rifts, which the Apostle
Lumen Gentium, §18.
Lumen Gentium, §§25-26.
12 Lumen Gentium , §15.
13 By "exclusivist ecclesiology" I refer to the tendency, prevalent dur
ing the pre-conciliar period, to equate the one Church of Christ with the
Roman Catholic Church, to the exclusion of any other Christian commu
nity's claim to this same identity. In other words, the one Church of Christ
is the Roman Catholic Church. Period. This ecclesiology stand s in stark
contrast to that articulated by Vatican II in its Dogmatic Constitution on
the Church (Lumen gentium), in which the council fathers declared that the
one Church of Christ "subsists in the Catholic Church, which is governed
by the successor of Peter and by the Bishops in communion with him,
although many elements of sanctification and of truth are found outside
of its visible structure. These elements, as gifts belonging to the Church
of Christ, are forces impelling toward catholic unity" (§8). In other wo rds,
although the one Church of Christ is present within the visible structure
of the Roman Catholic Church , it is not exclusively present there. It is also
present within the visible structures of other Christian communities, al
beit not to the same extent or with the same fullness as it is present within
the Roman Catholic Church. For a concise review of the current debate
regarding the significance of this shift in Roman Catholic teac hing, see
Francis A. Sullivan, "Qu aestio Disputata: The Meaning of Subsistit in as
Explained by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith ," Theological
Studies 69 (2008): 116-24.
10
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strongly condemned. But in subsequent centuries
much more serious dissensions made their appear
ance and quite large communities came to be sepa
rated from full communion with the Catholic Church
- for which, often enough, men (sic) of both sides were
to blame. The children who are born into these Com
munities and who grow up believing in Christ can
not be accused of the sin involved in the separation,
and the Catholic Church embraces them as brothers
(sic), with respect and affection. For men who believe
in Christ and have been truly baptized are in commu
nion with the Catholic Church even though this com
munion is imperfect. The differences that exist in vary
ing degrees between them and the Catholic Church
- whether in doctrine and sometimes in discipline, or
concerning the structure of the Church - do indeed
create many obstacles, sometimes serious ones, to full
ecclesiastical communion. The ecumenical movement
is striving to overcome these obstacles. But even in
spite of them it remains true that all who have been
justified by faith in Baptism are members of Christ's
body, and have a right to be called Christian, and so
are correctly accepted as brothers by the children of
the Catholic Church. 14
I believe it correct to say that, at least with respect to
ecumenism, Vatican II is the greatest conversion story of our
time. Yet, this story is not over. In a sense, it has only just be
gun. Over the course of the last forty years of encounter and
dialogue we Christians have learned a great deal about one
another and abou t the Lord who calls us to manifest fully the
fundamental unity we have in him by virtue of our baptism.
Now it is time for us to ente_-into a process of repentance
and reconciliation that we may be more deeply converted to
the Lord and committed to realizing his saving willY This
is the demand that ecumenism makes of us both as Roman

I.
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Catholics and as Christians . What does it ask from us as
Franciscans?

Franciscan Ecumenism
To use the words of the authors of The Franciscan 's Ecu 
menical Vocation, as heirs to the experience of that "ecumeni
cal and universal man" St. Francis of Assisi , what is "the
example and testimony" that we, precisely as Franciscans,
are to offer in the quest for Christian unity? 16 On the one
hand, we must acknowledge that what we offer will echo with
words and images common to all Christians. After all, our
fundamental heritage belongs to us by virtue of our baptism,
whic h we share with all the members of Christ's Body. On
the other hand , just as Francis's Gospel experience caused
him to appropriate this shared heritage in a way particular
to him, so too will our contribution to the ecumenical move
ment be marked by the particular way in which we have ap
propriated Francis 's experience as our own. As I noted above ,
I shall present what I perceive to be our example and testi
mony under the following headings: fratemitas, minontas,
and our commitment to live the Holy Gospel.

Fraternitas
And after the Lord gave me brothers , no one showed
me what I should do, but the Most High Himself re
vealed to me that I should live according to the form
of the Holy Gospel. 17
These are among the most recognized words of st. Fran
cis and rightly so . They lie at the very heart of his Testament
and from this privileged place, they reveal to us a sine qua
non both of his vocation and ours.

16 See The Fra nciscan's Ecumenical Vocation, 124 , c ited above in foot
note 3.
17
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By the time Francis presented himself at the door of Ber
nardo de Qunitevalle one spring evening in 1208, three years
had passed since he had exchanged the silk gown of a well
heeled merchant for the woolen tunic of a country hermit
and embraced a life of solitary prayer, service of the poor, and
the restoration of wayside chapels . In 1208, something un
expected happened. Bernardo , then Giles shortly thereafter,
asked to share in his life. The Lord gave him brothers and
his life as "Brother Francis" began. It was a life dedicated to
following in the Lord 's own footsteps "according to the Holy
Gospel ," a life given to proclaiming the Word of God , a life
committed to reconciliation and peacemaking, a life at peace
with God, with neighbor and, indeed, with all creation, a life
shaped by the gift of fratemitas . Fratemitas lay at the heart
of St . Francis's vocation. It is also at the heart of our vocation
as his lesser sisters and brothers and it is from this heart
that we are able to make a Significant contribution to the
cause of Christian unity.
How might our spirit of fratemitas serve the ecumenical
movement? In a word , it would call all Christians to take se
riously the widely accepted teachings of Vatican II regarding
our fundamental , baptismal unity in Christ and engage one
another not as strangers , but as sisters and brothers in the
Lord. This may seem obvious but in my experience we Chris
tians, and in particular we Roman Catholics, tend to do the
opposite. We tend to approach one another on the basis of
our division, not our unity.
[All] who have been justified by faith in Baptism are
members of Christ's body, and have a right to be called
Christian , and so are correctly accepted as brothers
[and sisters] by the children of the Catholic Church . 18

...

The spirit of fratemitas takes these words seriously and
with the full measure of their significance, i.e. , that the only
way for us to follow the Lord, to proclaim his Word, to be
come his instruments of peace and reconciliation is for us to
do so together.

Testament, 14.
18
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Fraternitas . By the grace of baptism, this is the gift the
Lord himself has made us to be for one another. The sooner
we Christians accept this , the sooner we will begin to realize
more effectively our vocation as his Church: to be God 's sac
rament of unity for the life of our world. This is what the gift
of Franciscan fraternitas offers the ecume nical movement.
As those who claim Brother Francis as our father, how can
we hold back from offering it?
Minoritas

This leads me to consider that aspect of the Franciscan
charism called minoritas. As was the case with fraternitas,
the spirit of minoritas is a hallmark of the Franciscan voca
tion. Several branches of our seraphic Family claim it as part
of their proper name, i.e ., the Friars Minor. Yet , it has only
been in recent years that all Franciscans have begun truly to
appreciate it as St. Francis would have us do , and this not
a moment too soon . For it is with this renewed spirit of mi
noritas that we can make a significant, genuinely Franciscan
contribution to the cause of Christian unity.
In order to get at the heart of this point, I shall step into
the history of the Order of Friars Minor. It is an important
step to take. As anyone who has studied this history knows,
from virtually the time of Francis 's transitus, we friars have
equated minoritas with poverty and fought bitterly over its
meaning. We even went so far as to divide the unity of our
Order over this issue and , as if that were not enough, we
visited our divisions upon the rest of the Franciscan family .
(How is that for the gift of brothers?)
As recent study of our sources has revealed, however, mi
noritas and money were never so tightly bound for St. Fran
cis. True, poverty was important to Francis, but what made
him a lesser brother was the way in which h e infused poverty
with the spirit of humility in orde r that h e might receive the
God who revealed to him the meaning of his life in the flesh
and blood reality of frat ernitas. This is what Franciscan mi
noritas is all about. What a gift it is for us to share with all
our sisters and brothers in the Lord.
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What effect would our gift of minoritas have upon the ecu
menical movement? Fundamentally I believe it would serve
to deepen the movement's commitment to leading all Chris
tians into the kind of conversion indicated by Pope John Paul
II, i.e ., a conversion not only of mind , but also of memory
and ultimately, of heart ; a conversion toward compassion for
those whom we have injured in the shadow of the cross; a
conversion toward humbly confessing our need to learn from
one another what it means to live in Christ; a conversion to
admitting how poor we are for having divided Christ's Body
and how much we d esire to be reconciled to one another
once again . It is a conversion toward living fully the unity
we already share by the grace of our baptism and so being a
credible instrume nt of God's reconciling love in a broken and
divided world . This is the kind of conversion that Franciscan
minoritas calls all Christians to undergo. This is one of the
many aspects of our Franciscan identity that Christians ask
us to share with them . As followers of the Poverello we can be
confident that the gift of minoritas will not disappoint anyone
who truly desires it.

To Live the Holy Gospel
I have considered the potential of fraternitas for reorient
ing the way in which Christians look upon one another and
of how Franciscan minoritas calls all Christians to be con
verted once again to one another as sisters and brothers in
the Lord. This leads me to consider a final contribution we
can make to the cause of Christian unity: our commitment
to the Gospel as our rule of life.
I admit that at first glance, this can appear more than a
bit unwieldy. As the Gospel is.,boundless in its scope, I run
the risk of attempting to speak about so much that in the
end, I speak about nothing in particular. I have something
rather specific in mind , though. It is this : for us Franciscans
to profess that the Holy Gospel is our rule of life is for us to
commit ourselves to be, as St. Francis himself was for his age
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and continues to be today for Christians of all Churches, a
living proclamation of the Good News for all people to read.
To name the Gospel as our rule of life is to declare our
intention that when people see us, they will see in our flesh
and blood the mercy, the peace, the very life God has won for
all people in Jesus Christ. This is a radical way of life, a truly
radical Gospel experience. Therefore. the impact this aspect
of our Franciscan vocation will have on our commitment to
the ecumenical movement will likewise be radical. We commit
ourselves to living, as much as possible, the unity we share
with all Christians as one Body in Christ. As if that were not
enough, by our actions we shall likewise never cease calling
all our sisters and brothers to do the same. This is something
that we as Franciscans can bring to the cause of Christian
unity. In fact, I would contend that it is the most precious
and prophetic gift that we can offer, for it is this that makes
us the kind of new people to whom, like st. Francis, "every
one can look with hope."19
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the experiences of Christians from different Churches en
rich all of us as members of Christ's Body so, too, do our
distinct vocations within the Franciscan Family enrich all of
us whenever we reflect upon the significance of our shared
vocation to live the Holy Gospel in the spirit of st. Francis of
Assisi. Thus, I invite all those who wish to respond to what
I have said above to enter into a dialogue with me so that
together, we may discern more clearly what is ours to do in
response to our Lord's own prayer that through the unity of
his disciples, "the world may believe that you sent me" (John
17:21).

Editor's Note: The author wishes to provide his
email address to facilitate any dialogue our readers may
wish to enter into with him. You may contact him at:
murrayrussel@hotmail.com

An Invitation to Dialogue
As I come to the conclusion of this essay I have both a
confession to make and an invitation to offer. First the con
fession: none of what I have said above was spoken in a ge
neric Franciscan voice. Such a voice is an impossibility, after
all. There is no such thing as a generic Franciscan. All of
us are members of the Franciscan Family because of our
commitment to a particular incarnation of the Franciscan
charism. I am an "OFM" Franciscan. Thus everything I said
was rooted in my life as a friar within a branch of the Friars
Minor that is nourished by the various springs of the Obser
vant Reform movement. This is a great gift, to be sure. It is
also, though, a great limitation.
This brings me to my invitation: I wish to hear your own
reflections upon the contribution that we can make, precise
ly as Franciscans, to the quest for Christian unity. Just as

19
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THE RESURRECTED BODY
OF SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI

MATTHEW ROOKS

Thomas of Celano 's and Bonaventure's Lives of Saint Fran
cis of Assisi are among other things panegyrics. From their
tone it is hard to deny that both of the writers are overcome
with admiration for Francis. When these early hagiographers
evince even the smallest criticism of S a int Fra ncis , it sticks
out like an honest politician. If we leave out the negative ac
count of Francis's pre-conversion days, which serve only to
reinforce the picture of his holiness, there is only one criti
cism ventured . Celano dares to be critical apropos of Fran
cis's treatment of his own body, "the only teaching in which
the most holy father 's actions were not in harmony with his
words" (2C 129). ' These words immediately gave me pause.
Perhaps this was not only because they were merely different
from the rest; as the Elder Zosima2 points out, we delight in
the downfall of the righteous . In fac t others I have talked to
have evinced particular distaste a t this "medieval" brutality
with which St. Francis treats his body, Brother Ass. Are we ,
like the crowd, overjoyed at the fetid stink rising from Father
Zosima's dead body? Whatever the case , I decided to look
into it . How do we make sense of the problem of Francis 's
body?
I Thi s and all primary docume nts a re taken from Regis Armstrong,
O.F.M. Cap. , e t al. ledsJ . Francis of Assisi: Early Documents (New York:
New City Pres s, 199 9-2001 ).
2 Zos ima is an elder in t he town monas te ry to whic h the Brothers
Ka ra mazov bring their dis putes fo r m ed ia tion . See Fyodo r Dostoevsky,
The Brothers Karamazo v (New Yo rk: Ba rnes & Noble, 2 005).
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The most obvious answer, the Ockham's-Razor-friendly
answer, is that this is simply a character flaw . However there
are four things in the early hagiographies 3 that led me to
doubt this . First, there is the uncanny wisdom and mod
eration Francis shows with regard to all other matters of
a sceticism . Second, there are the references in Celano and
Bonaventure to Francis undergoing a transformation hav
ing to do with the flesh and the spirit. Third , and along the
same vein, there is that mysterious and very bodily blessing
Francis receives on Mount La Verna. And if that is still not
enough to shift the burden of proof to the "character flaw"
thesis, there is a somewhat surprising change late in Fran
cis 's life when "Brother Ass" becomes "Brother Body" (cf. lC
99 ; 2C 129, 210). Examining the question within this four
fold framework, I was surprised to discover that his body was
not, after all, Francis's greatest weakness, but perhaps his
greatest strength! I made sense of the problem by locating it
within what I call the "circle-line-circle" paradigm, which I
will briefly explain below .
To put it succinctly, Francis like countless other ascet
ics strove tirelessly to move from life in the flesh to life in the
spirit. But unlike those other a scetics , Francis succeeded so
radically at this that he moved beyond even life in the spirit,
and progressed to the flesh again , but restored at a higher
level. It might be better to write: "-but restored at a higher
level!" Because really this is a very exciting transformation.
Saint Francis-one man alone-personally embodied enor
mous cosmic principles.
The principles in question are the trappings of two theo
logical paradigms: the antithesis between the flesh and the
spirit, and the circle-line-circle model. I would like to touch
on each of these, as briefly as possible , before looking at
Francis himself, so that we can read the primary source ma
terial with those paradigms in mind. I ask the reader to be
patient with this necessary digression , and I promise that we
will return soon to our beloved sain t.

..

3 I am using almost exclu s ively Celano's two Vitae and the Legenda
Maior.
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The flesh-spirit contradistinction has Pauline and Neo
platonic roots. In Paul, the terms flesh and spirit are used
quite broadly, less like philosophic concepts and more like
categories of concepts or modes of being. The ambiguity in
Paul's writing has allowed Christian thought on the matter to
change significantly over the centuries without the subject of
exegesis changing. H. D . Betz calls the spirit-flesh antithesis
a "theological abbreviation,"4 and Peter Brown suggests that
Paul felt an eschatological urgency that caused him to "slide
associations together."5 It is easy to confuse the flesh (craps,
sarx), with the body (()(O~J.a , soma) , especially when so many
of the flesh 's temptations are ex plained at the bodily level. 6
Galatians 5, one of the earliest examples of Christian ascetic
thought, is illustrative:
Let me put it like this: if you are guided by the Spirit
you will be in no danger of yielding to self-indulgence
[sarx], since self-indulgence is the opposite of the
Spirit, the Spirit is totally against such a thing, and it
is precisely because the two are so opposed that you
do not always carry out your good intentions .... When
self-indulgence is at work the results are obvious: for
nication , gross indecency and sexual irresponsibility;
idolatry and sorcery; feuds and wrangling, jealousy,
bad temper and quarrels; disagreements, factions,
envy; drunkenness, orgies and similar things .... What
the Spirit brings is very different: love, joy, peace, pa
tience, kindness, goodness, trustfulness, gentleness
and self-control.. .. You cannot belong to Christ Jesus
unless you crucify all self-indulgent passions and de
sires (vv 16-24).7

·1 Quoted in Peter Brown , The Body and Society: Me n, Women, and S ex
ual Renunciation in Early Christianity (New York: Columbia UP, 1988),47 .
5 Brown, The Body and Society, 47 .
6 Isaac Slater, O.C.S.O, Pe rsona l interview, Mar. 31, 2008.
7 This and all other scriptural quotations are taken from The Jeru
salem Bible. Sarx, tra nslated h ere as "self-indulgence, " is in most other
translations rendered a s "flesh. "
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Bodily temptations are emphasized here-drunkenness,
fornication, etc .-but sins like idolatry and sorcery are also
included. Not the body itself, but the baser inclinations as
sociated with the body, are disparaged. The body, as part
of Creation, is good; originally, in the Garden , the body was
innocent , perfectly in harmony with the soul. After the Fall,
soma comes to be enslaved to sarx, and there is disharmony
between the body and the soul. Under the domination of the
flesh, the body becomes enslaved to desire, becomes corrupt,
immoral, concupiscent, i.e., fallen. 8
In Francis's time the exegesis of Galatians 5 and other
9
similar texts was colored by popular neo-Platonic and Ar
istotelian notions which devalued the body. Contrary to the
Christian conception of the human being as an irreducible
unity of body and soul, Plato and Aristotle regard the person
as essentially a soul, the body being accidental. In both Plato
and Aristotle, the body is an obstacle that keeps one from the
contemplative ideal. Aristotle's primum mobile is completely
free of bodily limitations , as Thought thinking Itself; and the
highest form of human happiness in the Nicomachean Ethics
is pure, non-bodily contemplation.
This tradition contributed to the bad reputation the body
had among thirteenth-century Christian ascetics, and it also
encouraged the equation , or at least confusion , of body and
flesh. Francis uses both body and flesh pejoratively, refer
ring to what the Jerusalem Bible translates above as "self
indulgence."' oIn his Later Admonition, Francis writes that "we

8 Slater. Cf. Augustine 's Confessions XIII, 7- 8 : "The body by its own
weight strives toward its own place ... When out of its o rder, every being
is restless; restored to order, it is at res t." Augustine, The Confes sions , tr.
Maria Boulding (Hyde Pa rk: New Ci ty Press, 1997).
9 E.g. Rom 8:4 , 13: 14 and Eph ~
10 Jean-Joseph Buirette writes : "[Francis] frequently understands "the
body" in a pejora tive sense to mean: 1) all that inclines us to limit our
s elves to earthly and purely human ways of seeing things ; 2 ) what today
would be called "precious me" or self-love, in other words, what we want
and seek for ourselves; 3) finally-and even worse-an evil and stubborn
will, anything in us that is opposed to God 's wil!.. .. For Francis , a s for u s,
["the fl esh"] is anything that pertains to sensuality and the sixth and ninth
commandments (gluttony, drunkenness, sins of the flesh) . But most often
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must hate our bodies with their vices and sins," and advises,
"let us hold our bodies in scorn and contempt" (2LtF 37,46).
His earlier Rule echoes this sentiment (ER 4), and Celano's
Vita secunda quotes Francis saying "I have no greater enemy
than my body" and "a person's worst enemy is his flesh" (2C
122, 134) .

We should keep in mind that although Francis's project
was bigger than just asceticism, it did include that ascetic
journey away from life in the flesh and towards what Paul
termed life in Christ. Francis was "a pilgrim while in the body
... separated from [the angels in heaven] only by the wall of
the flesh " (2C 94) because he, like the rest of humanity, was
in an intermediate stage of fallenness, in between the loss
of paradise and the gain of paradise restored. In the circle
line-circle scheme, this is the line , the second stage which is
characterized by alienation. Francis's asceticism was an at
tempt to recover the originally good soma before its enslave
ment to sarx." Hence while he abuses his body, throwing it
naked into the snow, he tells it angrily: "serve one Master!"
(2C 117).
The assumption behind that phrase "a pilgrim while in
the body" is that humanity is alienated from God, not whole;
in a word, fallen. The circle-line-circle paradigm represents
this, alienation, as the second of three stages; it is preceded
by the primal unity of the Garden, and followed by the final
restoration of unity at the end of the ages.

o

0

The first circle represents humanity before the Fall , in
its primal unity with God. The line , stage two, represents
humanity in its present alienated state . The second circle,

Francis understands it in the pejorative biblical sense: being closed to the
divine, imprisoned in our own self-importance, concerned above all about
appearances, possessions, dominion over others." See "A Short Glossary of
Terms Used by Francis of Assisi," Greyfnars Review 18 (2004): 294.
II Slater.
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and you will note that the line continues unbroken into the
circle, represents the restored unity to come. The Rose in
Dante's Paradiso is the best symbol for the restored unity I
have found in literature. It contains simultaneously union
and division: the numerous individuals making up the as
semblage of the Saved, who despite their individuality are all
united with each other and with God. There is a progression
forward towards what was before , but at a higher level than
before; a sort of repetition of stage one (St. Irenaeus uses
"recapitulation"),12 combining with stage two as well. The res
urrection of humanity though the grace of the Easter mystery
promises to restore humankind to its original condition, and
indeed, to bring it to something higher still. The final unity
in Christ is a more intimate union than was possible even for
Adam and Eve, a union through the Incarnation. 13
I take the shapes of circle and line from the Jewish theolo
gian Mordecai Gafney, who describes the three stages respec
tively as the Erotic, the Ethical, and the Erotic and Ethical
combined. 14 The first circle (a feminine symbol in general) is
a sort of Earth Goddess figure , grounded in Eros, the ecstasy
of union for which pagans strove outside of their temples.
The alienation of line existence (the line is a masculine mode)
makes necessary the ethical precepts of the Law . In that same
passage from Galatians quoted above, Paul writes that "there
can be no law" as a final solution to our fallenness, which is
what necessitates the higher-level restoration of eros. Gaf
ney writes that the difference between "New Age" spirituality,
legalistic religious orthodoxies, and a correct spirituality, is
in the stage for which they each strive. All three try to re
spond to the fundamental problem of existence, what Hilaire

...

Slater.
IJ Slater. In addition to Scotus , other theologians, especially Eastern
Orthodox theologians, speculate that even had there been no fall, there
would still be an Incarnation or something closely akin to it, in order to
bring us into that greater harmony.
14 Mordecai Gafney, "Prophets and Pagans: On the Erotic and the Ethi
cal," Tikkun, Mar /Ap r 2003, Vol. 18 No.2: 33. The idea originally comes
from the Kabballist Isaac Luria, and Gafney also draws from Jewish mys 
tic Abraham Kook (yes, that's his real name).
12
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Belloc calls the problem of suffering and mortality. New Age
spiritualities especially, but not exclusively cults of the God
dess, attempt a regressive solution, fleeing backwards from
pain and death toward the original unity. Legalism attempts,
via rigorous ethics , to overcome fallenness by brute force, to
climb to heaven on one's own . I S The Christian solution is the
progressive solution, the promise of salvation and restored
unity.
This theory is relevant here b e cause the individual per
son of St. Francis fits this model just as well as does the
salvation history of humankind. Francis starts out living life
in the body, dominated by sinful , fleshly desires (the line); he
strives toward the Pauline ideal of life in the spirit, a striving
which pits the soul over and against the body, which after all
is a corrupting influence ; he ends up , I argue, in a life in the
body, but a purified body, a body enslaved no longer (circle
two). Francis is unique because he fully realizes the ascetic
ideal.
Celano frequently describes the purpose behind Francis 's
way of life in terms of flesh and spirit. When Francis denies
entry to the order to the young man from Lucca, he tells
him: "Wretched and carnal as you are , why do you think you
can lie to me and the Holy Spirit? Your tears com e from the
flesh, and your heart is not with God. Get out! You have no
taste for things of the spirit! " (2C 40). In the Legenda maior,
Francis admonishes the man for giving his money to rela
tives rather than the poor: "You began with the flesh; you
laid down a crumbling foundation for a spiritual building"
(LMj VII , 3). Bonaventure also says of Francis's efforts that
Francis, "aware that while in the body he was away from the
Lord , became totally una ware of earthly desires through love
of Christ, and strove to keep his spirit present to God" (LMj
X,l).
lt will be objected , and with good reason: Yes, that is all

well and good, but Francis's actions are not those of some
one totally unaware of earthly desires; they are the actions of
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tbl)'
someone who violently overreacts to the pressures of ea f be
desires. Bonaventure's Legenda maior is good theology to be
sure , it is argued, but it is a work of theology written at t (1
University of Paris, and a poor account of what really we(1t 0 t
back in Assisi. Indeed, the litany of Francis 's self-abuse is O~e
a short one. Celano tells us that "if anyone tried to enurn efa (1
everything this man underwent, the list would be longer tP8.
of
that passage where the apostle recounts the tribulatio!l~ t~
the saints" (2C 21). To pick a few examples: Francis "a fB l C C
2
ed and chastised his body, he prayed and w~Pt bitter1~ " (sl)'
115); he "took off his clothes and lashed himself fun O '; y
with the cord , saying: 'Come on, Brother Ass , that's the ":'8. e
you should stay under the whip! '" (2C 116) . In the winteft.l~o
he would throw himself naked into the snow (2C 117), of lOhe
the icy water of the nearest ditch (1 C 42) ; he "would fill ~iS
forest with his groans , water the place with tears , strike elf
breast with his hand" (2C 95) . One time he even had hiJ11 S 1 ,
ecr-- ,
dragged around, nearly naked , by a cord around his .(1 1 C
perhaps the s~me cord that serv~d as his someti~e .whlP ~eY
52). The se actlOns do not seem lIke healthy asceticlsrn; t
seem like ascetic practices taken too far. 16
•S
This would be a reasonable conclusion - except Fra!l~e
was nobody's fool 17 when it came to ascetic m a tters. 0(1 t
f8.~
contrary, h e was well ve rsed in the subtleties of mode .s
tion. The first story that comes to mind here is when Fra.!lCl S
hears a brother crying out for food in his sleep, and wa.j~~
everyone up to have a midnight meal (2C 22). FranciS 'S 0!l
lowers, enthusiastic but less refined in these matters tpa'
pel r
he , "would have collapsed many times , were it not for t la$
devoted shepherd's constant warnings that made thern fe t
the rigors of the self-denial" (2C 21) . No, he was not ignora.Df
t 0
of the need for prudent mode~tion ; nor was he the sot d~
man to hold himself to different standards than those he a.

the
lC 40 d escribe s devices, s u c h as irons or thorn s, by whic h eci ~
brothers would mortify th e fl esh , although Fra nci s is not personally sP
fied.
.7 Except, of co urs e , God 's .
16

' 5 Cf. Matt 23: 13-36, Luke 11:37 -54 for some of the invectives against
the Scribes and the Pharis ees in the Gospel.
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vocated for others. So it is more reasonable to conclude that
Francis knew what he was doing.
We get a sense that these acts of mortification are delib
erate, part of a larger project , when Francis's hagiographers
describe a long transformation Francis undergoes. This
change begins with the dream at Spoleto and climaxes with
the reception of the fiv e wounds of Christ at La Verna. Two
things about Francis's long transformation must be noted:
first, the account is couched exclusively in terms of flesh
and spirit; and second , it is centered on Francis's encounters
with Christ Crucified. At Spoleto Francis has his vision, after
which he is "changed in mind but not in body" (IC 6). Later
at the church of San Damiano Francis has his first of several
encounters with the crucifix, when it speaks to him. The fol
lowing is a key passage. Before he enters the church we are
told that "his heart [was] already completely changed - soon
his body was also to be changed" (2C 10). The crucifix speaks
to him, calling him by name; then, Celano tells us:
He felt this mysterious change in himself, but he could
not describe it ... From that time on, compassion [lit.
"suffering-with"] for the Crucified was impressed into
his holy soul. And we honestly believe the wounds
of the sacred Passion were impressed deep into his
heart, though not yet on his flesh .... He did not im
mediately reach that level, but moved gradually from
flesh to spirit (2C 10-11).

The Legend of Three Companions adds: "From that hour,
therefore, his heart was wounded and it melted when re
membering the Lord's passion. While he lived, he always car
ried the wounds of the Lord Jesus in his heart" (L3C 14).
From that point on, the crucifix becomes more and more im
pressed into Francis's body . Brother Sylvester has a dream
vision wherein a cross proceeds from Francis 's mouth (LMj
III, 5); later Pacifico receives a vision of two shining swords
laid over Francis 's entire body in the shape of a cross (LMj IV,
9); later still Brother Monaldo has a vision of Francis lifted up
in the air with arms extended as if nailed to a cross (LMj IV,
264
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10). I S Finally at La Verna Francis completely interiorizes the
crucifix. The five holy wounds of Christ appear on Francis 's
body; his body is wholly transformed along with his spirit.
After that day "the stigmata shone outwardly in his flesh ,
because inwardly that root was growing deep in his spirit"
(2C 210).
The reception of the stigmata is the crucial l 9 momen t when
Francis 's corrupt worldly flesh is spiritualized, and becomes
spirit-flesh. This is circle two, the restoration of primal unity:
a change from brokenness to vlholeness. In fact Celano de
scribes the transformation in terms of wholeness:
With all his soul he thirsted for his Christ; to Him he
dedicated not only his whole heart but also his whole
body ... He always sought out a hidden place where he
could join to God not only his spirit but every member
of his body (2C 94).
In the light of this notion of restored purity we can read
with fr esh eyes passages concerning Francis 's "innocent
flesh , which already submitted freely to the spirit" (2C 173);
and it no longer seems like hyperbole to say that "his purga
tion was complete ... at the end completely cleansed he could
fly quickly to heaven " (2C 212). Furthermore, Bonaventure
makes note himself of the implications this has towards the
universal resurrection of humankind: "His most holy flesh,
which was crucified along with its vices, had already passed
into a new creature, bore the likeness of Christ's passion
by a singular privilege and would offer by the newness of a
miracle a glimpse of the resurrection" (LMj XV, 1) .

18 Bonaventure presents these 'r
ncounters as a path leadi ng toward
the stigmata: "Now in the unfolding of your conversion, the cross Brother
Sylvester saw marvelously coming from your mouth ; the swords the holy
Pac ifico saw piercing your body in the form of a cross; and the figure of
you lifted up in the air in the form of a cross the angelic man Monaldo saw
while Saint Anthony was preaching about the in scription on th e cross:
these must be truly believed and affirmed not as an imaginary vision , but
as a celestial r evelation" (LMj XIII, 10) .
19 Pun very much intended.
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What is amazing here is that Francis's body was restored
in its perfect harmony with the spirit, freed from the domina
tion by sarx, even before his death. Or perhaps not; it might
be better to place Francis's death at 1224, not 1226. G . K.
Chesterton, for example, is of the opinion that "the Stigmata
of St. Francis ... was in some sense the end of his life .... His
remaining days on the earth had something about them of
the lingering of a shadow."20 The original bearer of the five
holy wounds died soon after their reception, and afterwards
remained on earth for a short time, still bearing the wounds.
If Francis exchanged his alienated body for his risen body on
that mountain, then perhaps the episode was his true death
in some way.21
It is probably not a coincidence that Francis's new spir
itualized flesh bore the image of the crucifixion, the event
through which resurrection was made possible. In other
words, universal resurrection is not a new miracle of God, it
is the extension of something already accomplished, namely
the original resurrection of Christ. 22 The image of Christ Fran
cis puts on is also the image of the resurrection itself. And
at the same time as it represents the universal resurrection,
the image of the Crucified is particularly matched to Fran
cis . Francis's whole penitential life, as Octavian Schmucki

20 Gilbert Keith Chesterton , Saint Francis of Assisi (New York: Double
day, 2001), 123-24. James Alison writes of the wounds of Christ: "When
Luke and John tell us that the risen Lord appeared with the visible wounds
of his death, it wasn't merely a way of identifying him as the same person
but a way of affirming that he was so much the same person, that, in the
same way as that person was dead, so was he." Raising Abel: The Recovery
of the Eschatological Imagination (New York: Crossroad, 1996), 29.
21From the direct textual evidence we've looked at so far, it would also
be reasonable to conclude, as Isaac Slater, O.C.S.O. does , that Francis's
body was not a resurrected body, but instead "a mortal body marked by
Easter grace to an amazing degree." I believe that it is more likely that after
La Verna , Francis had a risen body, for reasons given below ; but it should
be n oted that the following part of the paper is slightly more speculative
than the preceding part.
22 Sergius Bulgakov, The Bride of the Lamb (Grand Rapids: W.B. Eerd
mans, 2002), 436.
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observes, grows out of the mystery of the crossY Francis is
known for his humility, for his poverty, for his generosity,
and so forth; but his identity was tied up more than anything
else with his sharing in the crucifixion. As Raoul Manselli
describes it:
If we search through Francis' works and the numer
ous anecdotes about him in the later stages of his
life, nothing emerges as more important to him than
Christ crucified and suffering. There is - or at least
there appears to be nothing that indicates any shift
in his feelings or in his personal devotion as regards
the Lord 's passion. This favors the conclusion - a very
revealing one , in our judgment, that his meditation
on the life of Jesus as worker, preacher, and crucified
belongs to the deepest part of the saint's spirituality,
as an essential component of his intimate religious
experience. 24

Francis confirms this himself when he opens the Gospels
three times, and is met three times with the passion of our
Lord Jesus Christ (lC 92-93). Is it any wonder that Francis's
resurrection body takes the form that most accurately rep
resents his life? The Orthodox theologian Sergius Bulgakov,
speculating on what a resurrection body would look like, pos
tulates that resurrection bodies would represent with perfect
clarity the idea representing the essence of each person. 25
23 Octavian Schmucki, "The Passion of the Christ in the Life of Saint
Francis of Assisi : A Comparative Study of the Sources in the Light of Devo
tion to the Passion," Greyfriars Review 4 (1990) : 68.
24 Raoul Manselli, St. Francis of Assisi (Chicago: Franciscan Herald
Press, 1988), 33l.
25 Bulgakov adds that this question "was much debated in the patris
tic literature (by Origen, St. Gregory'6f Nyssa, St. Ephraem, St. Augustine,
and others): In what state, at what age, and in what appearance is the
body of a resurrected individual restored? To what degree does it retain
the individual features that distinguished it in earthly life? Will the resur
rected body be an exact as possible reproduction of all the empirical states
proper to it in this world of sin and death, or will it be their general ad
equate form that fully and perfectly expresses the ideal image of a human
being as a person and that therefore does not have an exact physical cor
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Paul hints at something like that when he discusses the ap
pearance of resurrection bodies:
You sow a bare grain, say of wheat or something like
that, and then God gives it the sort of body that he
has chosen: each sort of seed gets its own sort of body.
Everything that is flesh is not the same flesh: there
is human flesh, animals' flesh, the flesh of birds and
the flesh of fish. Then there are heavenly bodies and
there are earthly bodies; but the heavenly bodies have
a beauty of their own and the earthly bodies a differ
ent one. The sun has its brightness, the moon a dif
ferent brightness, and the stars a different brightness ,
and the stars differ from each other in brightness. It
is the same with the resurrection of the dead (1 Cor
15:37-42).26
The model of the seed is much like our circle-line-circle
model. The seed comes from an original unity with the adult
plant, is cast off from it, and later regains the unity of a ma
ture plant. Discussing this Pauline image of the seed, Bulga
kov writes: "In resurrection, a determinate spiritual person
ality receives , or rather regains, the germinative energy that
it needs to restore the fullness of its life, not only spiritual
but also corporeal, or more precisely, spiritual-corporeal."27
All this is merely to say that the stigmatized Francis is ex
actly what we would predict Francis to look like after his
respondence with his different aspects? Clearly the latter" (441). Gregory
of Nazianzen appears to agree: "He has come to raise up flesh, to save his
image, to restore man. Christ has come to make us perfectly one in him;
he has come completely within us in order to place within us all that he is.
There is no longer male or female, slave or freeman, all which are charac
teristic of the flesh; there is from now on only the divine image which we
all bear within us, according to which we were created, a nd which should
be so strongly formed and impressed within us that it suffice to make us
recognized" (Oratio VII, 23; PG 36:285 quoted in Claude Ollivier, "The Fa
thers of the Church on Ascesi s as a New Marty rdom in Communion with
Christ" (Paris: Publications de Saint-Andre , 1955), 58-70.
26 Origen, among others, read this to mean that there is no likeness
between our bodies now and then.
2 7 Bulgakov, The Bride of the Lamb, 439
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resurrection, even had he never received those wounds at La
Verna.
The last two years of Francis's life, the two years during
which he bore the wounds of Christ in secret, were his most
physically painful. Francis's infirmities multiplied during his
last years . He bled from his holy wounds; he was often too
weak to walk; he needed a caretaker, Brother Leo; he grad
ually went blind. Some speculate that Francis contracted
leprosy, although evidence for this theory is conspicuously
lacking in primary sources. It is amidst all this that Francis
reverses his attitude toward his body. It is "Brother Body"
now, a dear friend instead of his greatest enemy. At San Da
miano, around six months after receiving the stigmata if we
go by Englebert and Brown's chronology/8 Francis agrees to
accept medical care (IC 98). This is an unprecedented show
of leniency toward the body from a man who would fast to the
point where he could barely stand, but still steadfastly refuse
to lean against a wall or partition (2C 96). At Rieti, about four
months after that, Francis asks a companion to play the lute
for him, "to give some consolation to Brother Body, which
is filled with pain" (2C 126). This is usually interpreted as a
change of heart. For example, Murray Bodo writes:
As Francis grew older he regretted the harsh treat
ment he had given Brother Ass ... he now wanted to
patch up his difficulties with Brother Body.... Further
more, Francis no longer saw his body as something
apart from him .... That he had earlier seen so great a
cleavage between body and spirit bothered him, and
he wondered why it had taken him so long to see that
even his body had been made spirit by the Incarnation
of God. 29
This is to say that Franci~ mind changed; but I would
like to say that it was really his body that changed. It was not

28 Marion A. Habig (ed .), Saint Francis of Assisi Omnibus of Sources.
(Chicago: Franciscan Hera ld Press, 1973), xiii-xiv.
29 Murray Bodo, Francis: The Journey and the Dream (Cin cinnati, OH:
St. Anthony Messenger Press, 1988), 76.
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merely that Francis had earlier seen a cleavage between body
and spirit, and realized later that this was not so. Rather,
it was that there earlier had been a cleavage between body
and spirit - the domination of the flesh - which was there no
longer.
Would it be in character for Francis to reverse his evalu
ation of his body completely in response to its increasing
infirmity? Bodily suffering was not a new experience for him .
For many years past, his sufferings would even reinforce the
need to chastise the body continually, to keep Brother Ass
under the whip where it belongs. The new and prolonged
illness of Francis's last years differed only in degree , not
in kind. No, this would not be a characteristic response to
greater pain. More characteristic would be to welcome the
pains as "Sisters," as was his wont (LMj XIV, 2).30 A greater
suffering would not change the fundamental fact of soma's
enslavement to sarx. Thus we must either believe Francis to
be inconsistent, or believe what I find more reasonable, that
he was changed.
When his eyes are cauterized, Francis's body does appear
to be of a different sort than it was before. This is around
the time he asks his companion to play the lute to console
Brother Body. Francis joyfully submits himself to the hot
iron, needless to say, without anesthetic; and to the bewil
derment of his companions, he reports: "Truly I say to you, I
did not feel the fire's heat, nor any pain in my flesh" (2C 166).
It is not that he suffered the pain gladly; he felt no pain at all.
What we have here is a change in body, not in mind.
Now, I am the first to admit that this theory is highly
speculative. As far as I know, the appearance of a resur
rected body here on earth has only one precedent, Christ
himself. Even that may bear limited or no resemblance to our
own risen bodies; the Body of Christ is, as the above passage
from First Corinthians says, worlds different from the bod
ies we mortals will take on. For this reason, Francis can give
us a model, a rare glimpse what a resurrected body might
30 Cf. Heb 12:6: For the Lord trains the ones that he loves and he pun
ishes all those that he acknowledges as his sons.
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look like. If, following James Alison, the study of eschatol
ogy is the study of the resurrection,31 then Francis serves
as a valuable eschatological sign. In addition, there are a
few other things that recommend this as a theory. Francis
labored on his body with an unprecedented humility, a long
and tortuous labor, but a labor that yielded the most exqui
site fruit. In this we see a confirmation that the hard labor of
dedicated asceticism really does payoff. At the same time we
see that Francis's transformation was conferred upon him
by God, not achieved wholly through his own efforts. There
are elements of both total freedom given us by God, and total
dependence on grace. For this reason the theory rings true
in my ears. It also speaks to
ascetics, showing them by
example that their efforts
have the potential for tangi
ble, and profound, resultsY
For my own part, the exam
ple of Francis's wild success
reinforces my eschatological
hope. Just as the remem
brance of primal innocence
prompts us to recognize a
problem, the problem, Fran
cis's bodily success shows us
the solution. We have always
been able to tap into a divine
sap that flows out of the orig
inal Paradise. Now we have the holy example of Saint Fran
cis, his stigmatized body a beacon of the Paradise to come.

3 1 Alison, Raising Abel, 28, 30. He writes: "Eschatology is an attempt to
understand ever more fully the relationship between those empty marks of
death which Jesus bore and the mysterious splendor of the human bodily
life which enabled them to be seen" (30) .
32 Cf. Claude Ollivier, "The Fathers of the Church ... ": "Ascesis is trans
formed into an invincible hope in the very victory of Christ over death
through his resurrection " (45).
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ARISTOTLE AND THE SACRAMENTS:
AN UNHAPPY MARRIAGE

GIRARD ETZKORN

The early years of the thirteenth century witnessed the dis
covery of Aristotle's writings by Christian theologians . There
was great enthusiasm regarding the thoughts of this noble
pagan who was unaware of the Jewish or Christian scrip
tures. How would he think about the great questions which
troubled humankind? It was not long before Christian theo
logians began to incorporate , sometimes uncritically, the
ideas of Aristotle into the heritage of Christian theology. I
Regarding Christian sacramentology, there were six no
tions taken from the Aristotelean corpus which played a ma
jor role. Matter and form: where, for example, the body was
matter and the soul a form . Then there were Aristotle 's ten
categories which were an attempt to assemble an exhaus
tive list of questions which could be asked about anything
whatever. Four of these categories are of concern to us here.
Substance: what is it? Quantity: how much? Quality: what
kind? Relation : with what or with whom? Concerning the
category of relation, considerable influence was accepted
from Aristotle's principal commentator, namely the Muslim
philosopher Ibn Roschd , known as Averroes in the Christian
Middle Ages, who remarked that relation had a diminished
being and had less ontological meaning than the preceding
three categories. Relation did not have the same metaphysiI This little essay makes no prete nse at academic profundity . Never
theless, give n my forty years' a cquaintance with medie val theologians, I
d a resay that my claims can rea dily be verified in the works of most medi
eval theologians.

27 2

cal status of respectability. As we shall see, this demeaning
of relation had a considerable effect on the understanding of
the sacraments in Christian theology and life.
So let us consider2 the sacrament of Baptism. With the
adoption of Aristotelean terminology, the matter of the sacra
men t was the pouring of the water and the form the pronounc
ing of the words "I baptize you in the name of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit." Prior to the baptism there
is the renouncing of Satan and the acceptance of the creed ,
but little talk of a commitment, whether vicarious or actual ,
to the love of God and neighbor in service to the community.
Questions regarding the latter are not asked. The tradition
ally accepted purpose of the sacrament of Baptism has been
to cleanse the recipient of the stain of original sin. According
to the majority of theologians of the Middle Ages , original sin
was transmitted by the sperm of Adam and his male descen
dants such that the transmission of original sin had a physi
cal basis. Christ was exempted because Joseph did not im
pregnate Mary and Mary was miraculously exempted. How
this physical transmission of the seed of Adam accords with
the generally accepted theory of evolution escapes my ken .
Regarding the sacrament of penance, the adoption of Ar
istotelean terminology is bizarre. The matter of confession is
sin, which was regarded by Augustine and many theologians
of the Middle Ages as having no ontological being, and as a
negation of what ought to be. The absolution of the confes
sor was the form of the sacrament, such that the object of
the absolution was absence of sin, an ontological nothing.
Again there was little or no talk of reestablishing harmonious
relations with the divinity and one 's self and/or one 's fellow
humans . With the contemporary characterization of penance
as the sacrament of reconciliation , the notion of relation has
been given increased status. 
Then there's the sacrament of the Eucharist. Employing
Aristotle 's notions, bread and wine are the matter of the sac
2 If my m emory serves me correc tly, the application of the Aristotelean
notions of matter and form to the sacraments was prevale nt in the theol
ogy ma nuals of the la te nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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rament and the words of consecration are the form. Accord
ing to the doctrine of transubstantiation, the substances of
bread and wine no longer exist, but the quantity and the
qualities of the bread and wine perdure without their corre
sponding substances. The fact that the categories of Aristotle
played a pervasive role in medieval sacramentology can be
exemplified by William of Ockham's treatise on the Eucharist
where the defense of his thesis that quantity is not a distinct
entity from substance and quality takes up the most space. 3
According to the medieval Franciscan theologian John Pe
cham, circa 1270, in his question as to whether the body of
Christ descends into the stomach of the recipient, over thirty
miracles occur in the Eucharist. 4 There is one other category
of Aristotle which comes into play in theological discussions
regarding this sacrament and that is the category which asks
the question where - the answer to which is place. So the
medieval theologians, believing as they did that Christ as
cended body and soul into heaven, perforce asked can the
body of Christ be in two places at once? For Aristotle it was
impossible for the same body to be in two places at once. Me
dieval theologians generally deemed this bi-Iocation to be mi
raculous. What has been relegated to the background in the
adoption of Aristotle's ideas are the notions of the gathering
of the faithful for spiritual nourishment, the re-celebration
of Jesus's farewell dinner with his followers, the symbolism
latent in throwing a party on the eve of one's execution, the
giving thanks (£1JxapL0najEucharist) to Jesus for showing his
followers how to live and the reminder to his apostles that
their leadership should be one of service. Aristotle's category
of relation, in its diminished ontological being, rarely enters
medieval theological discussions regarding the Eucharist.
In the sacrament of Orders, the matter is the blest oil
and the form the words and the anointing by the ordaining
3 Gui!. Ockham, Tractatus de Corpore Christi, ed. C. Grassi in Opera
Theologica X (St. Bonaventure, NY: The Franciscan Institute, 1986), 89
234.
4 loan. Pecham, Quodlibet IV, q. 41, in Bibliotheca Franciscana Scho
lastica XXV, eds. F. Delorme and G. Etzkorn (Grottaferrata: Collegium S.
Bonaventurae, 1989), 263-66.
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prelate to whom is promised an oath of fealty and obedience.
Notice that there is little talk about the newly-ordained's re
lationship to the faithful whom he is expected to nourish
by a leadership of service. Traditionally, if there is any sort
of relation operative, it is one of a superior to inferiors, viz.
clergy to laity.
The same notions of matter and form were applied to the
sacrament ofthe sick (previously the last-anointing), the mat
ter being the chrism and the form the anoin ting and words of
absolution by the priest.
In matrimony there was at least the possibility of the
category of relation regaining respectable status, while the
application of the notions of matter and form was not felici
tous.
Lest we be seen as painting all of medieval sacramentol
ogy with this brush of pessimism, it is perhaps appropriate
that we pass on a sample of a treatment which bespeaks
intellectual insights and spiritual nourishment. The Francis
can friar theologian William of Melitona composed his Quaes
tiones de Sacramentis around the middle of the thirteenth
century. In his fifth of six treatises he deals with penance,
first as a virtue and secondly as a sacrament. The part de
voted to penance as a virtue occupies 186 pages in the criti
cal edition of his Quaestiones. s William considers penancej
penitencej repentance to be a virtue. While occasionally our
author cites Aristotle's Nichomachean Ethics in defining or
illustrating virtues, one would be hard put to find a discus
sion of penance in the Stagirite's writings; perhaps ).1£TaVOLa
might be as close as one might get.
The second question of this part asks whether penitence
be a general or special virtue. As a special virtue, William de
clares, penitence is subsume q.,,~mder justice. A person who
sins gravely "takes away" from God that which is his just due
by defiling his created image and likeness. He takes away
from his neighbors by working serious harm on the commu
5 Guillelmi de Militona, Quaestiones de Sacramentis, in Bibliotheca
Franciscana Scholastica XXIII, ed. G. GilJ (Quaracchi: Collegium S. Bo
naventurae, 1961),803-989.
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nity. He even takes away from himself by defiling his God
given gifts. By doing penance, the sinner restores the right
order of justice. 6 Later on, in question four of this section
which asks whether penitence is justice, William answers
that penitence taken generally participates not only in jus
tice but also in some way in the other three cardinal virtues ,
viz. prudence, temperance and fortitude. It is worthy of note
that the categories of Aristotle and the notions of matter and
form do not play any significant role in William 's questions
on penitence.
According to the Roman Catholic catechisms of yore, the
sacraments impart grace to the soul. With the advent of Ar
istotle's corpus , grace came to be conceived as an ontological
form capable of quantification , such that the more grace one
had made one more acceptable to God.
Of course, the question soon arose concerning the grace
in the soul of Christ. Surely it was more than that of any
ordinary human, but was it of infinite quantity? So what
resulted was that the notion of a harmonious relationship
with the divinity begotten of love for God and one's fellow
humans was relegated to the background, if not largely for
gotten, in theological discussions. With the adoption of Ar
istotelean terminology and ideology, communal sacramental
celebration and symbolism were likewise all but forgotten.
Some theologians, in the wake of Aristotle who claimed that
friendship needed to be between equals, opined that there
could be no friendship with God because obviously he was
no human being's equal. Of course, Aristotle's "prime mover"
was impervious to anything humans might do. There was no
such thing as providence in Aristotle 's system. Jesus came
to be with us and show us how much the Father cared for
us and loved us. "I no longer call you slaves because a slave
does not know what his master is doing. I have called you
friends, because I have told you everything I have heard from
my father" (John 15: 15).

6
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The demeaning of relationships has had a deleterious ef
fect on sacramentology which may indeed have perdured to
this day. The untoward effect of the quantification of grace,
viz. the more the better, has been a piety still prevalent. It
has been called mercantile christianity characterized by an
attitude in the believer that somehow God owes him or her
sanctifying grace for all the good deeds, prayers, masses, no
venas and rosaries he or she has performed. In Renaissance
Rome, for example, wealthy matrons were transported on lit
ters by their servants from church to church so that they
could witness as many elevations of the host as possible. In
this mind-set, quantification is intimately connected with the
assurance of salvation. In the worst of scenarios it can lead
to a holier -than-thou attitude: I am not like the rest of hu
mans, "I go to Mass every day," or "I make an annual retreat"
or "I give a tenth of my income to charity," etc. In contrast to
the tax collector in Luke's Gospel, "0 God, be merciful to me
a sinner" (Luke 18: 13).
Prior to the advent of Aristotle in the Middle Ages, grace
was not regarded as a quantifiable form. Some theologians
regarded it as the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. Others saw
it as divine acceptance. Like creation, it was looked upon as
a freely-bestowed gift by God and gratefully received by the
recipients. Bonum est diffusivum sui: goodness overflows.
However, if God is immutable, then he cannot be offended
even though creatures can be offensive . If God freely creates
and freely redeems, then he is not beholden to creatures and
his salvific graciousness is a gift. The need for good works is
a constant and pressing need among rational creatures and
is best regarded simply as doing what one is supposed to do
in the community of human beings. God is not constrained
to reward. He has chosen to do so and we hope to be his
beneficiaries . "When you hav;"'d one all you have been com
manded, say We are unprofitable servants, we have done
what we were obliged to do'" (Luke 17 : 10).
I would be the last to deny that much wholesome sac
ramentology can be found in the works of medieval theolo
gians, but such wholesomeness and spiritual nourishment
must often be gleaned in spite of Aristotle's influence . Per
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haps the thrust of this little essay is to show what must be
re-thought by contemporary theologians in their efforts to
elaborate a salubrious sacramentology and thus overcome
the deleterious effects consequent upon the indiscriminate
adoption of Aristotelean terminology so that the wholesome
relationships of love, respect and justice stemming from
sacramental celebration can be the on-going concern of the
Christian community.
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BOOK REVIEW

Bodo, Murray (2007). Mystics: Ten Who Show Us the Ways
of God. Cincinnati, OH: St. Anthony Messenger Press, 2007.
Paperback, 224 pages, $16.95

Before beginning to read this book my first impression
was "just another book on mystics." But since it is Murray
Bodo's exploration on mystics I was sure there would be a
twist to the story and a deep message to ponder. So I imag
ined the setting in which he wrote each chapter. Then I lis
tened to Murray Bodo's voice describe each mystic with en
thusiasm. And I assure you I found those hidden messages
and more.
Each chapter, and each mystic, tells an individual story
of life's struggles as well as detailing the challenge of explor
ing a relationship with God. There were "common threads"
that linked these mystics and their stories of an intimate re
lationship with God together. One of the first characteristics
that Murray Bodo describes as common to all these mystics
is that they are ordinary folks. There is also a running theme
of beauty, goodness and hope in the world today. These mys
tics have all been touched by God's love in some of their dark
est moments and because of that experience they continued
to seek God and to be open to God's voice. That search led
them to develop extraordina~compassion for and service to
others prompted by their love for and intimacy with God.
Besides examining the characteristics common to all the
mystics, Bodo describes a particular trait unique to each.
Beginning with Mary, whom Bodo names the Mother of Mys
tics, he identifies Francis as the practical mystic. Then he
explores Julian, who concentrated on the Goodness of God,
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Jacapone , who reached insights into the Madness of God
and Catherine, who focused on the hidden things of God,
etc. Bodo also shows us how each mystic's life parallels stag
es in the life of Francis and / or Clare as we reflect on their
relationships with God and the richness of our Franciscan
Spirituality.
In addition to mystics of the past, Bodo also selected mod
ern examples for us to consider. One such is the poet and
hermit Robert Lax, a legend in the halls of St. Bonaventure
University and the streets of Olean, NY. Thanks to Bodo 's
insights we see that Robert Lax shared his relationship with
God through his gift of writing.
A reflection section at the end of each chapter provides an
opportunity for the reader to look into one's own spirituality
and to seek the grace of intimacy with God.
I found Mystics to be a modern day witness to "The Soul's
Journey into God," as each mystic described traveled the
same path Bonaventure charted in his classic work. And the
over arching thread repeated throughout the text is that re
gardless of the simplicity of one's state in life, or perhaps be
cause of it, when one uses one 's gifts faithfully in the search
for God then one will reach out to include those around
them.
After reading Mystics one will be inspired to seek a deeper
relationship with God thanks to Murray Bodo, a Franciscan
writer and poet who many consider one of today's mystics .
There is a spirit and openness in the gifts and talents of
Murray Bodo that is always shared with his readers. Murray
shows us the beauty of our relationship with God in many
ways through his writings but most of all by his humble gen
tle presence and witness to our Franciscan charism.
Paula J . Scraba, Ph.D.
St. Bonaventure University
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Francis, dear one
the empty rooms cry our for you
and under the chimney's hood
the hearth fire burns untended
I sit in an upright chair
It is months now - your father
fusses with palfreys and war horses
while I shun linens and wool dresses
trimmed and lined with fur
And no one sees
I sit by the window
I hear rumors
I stay inside
I sit in an upright chair
There is no song here
except for the birds I hear
through the window's oiled parchment
The days are long
Your father roars
at the dogs and servants
and we seldom sit by the fire
The night frightens our sleep
Francesco, my son
what have I done?
Tell me how it is with you
knock at the silent door
I wait in an upright chair
They say you're now a leperDear one, what has become of you?
Your father and I lie abed
stare at the ceiling's wooden beams
Your dog whines mornings
He watches the door
I-I.does not eat
I pat his matted coat
I give you to God, my son
I wait for death
The bells toll under the house
The wind laughs in the eaves
I sit in an upright chair

Murray Bodo, o.EM
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ST. CLARE IN CONTEMPLATION
REFLECTION ON TOR RULE, ARTICLE

"Eternal Beatitude is a state
where to look is to eat:' Simone Weil
Silence
Her silence lifts
the vestment of God,
uncovers
what's already there,

8

Within themselves, let them always make a home and dwelling place for the
one who is Lord God almighty, Father and Son and Holy Spirit, so that, with
undivided hearts, they may grow in universal love by continually turning to
God and neighbor.
God-love spirals deep ,
stirring with that gentle tOuch
my core of love,
seeding welcome deep within,
whispering to my heart
a greeting only I can hear
in words that only I can grasp,
spiraling
till at the center we are one,
my God and I,
within our coil oflove,
love intense beyond compare
love that must at last emerge
to seek and share embrace
beyond my being ;
then heart to heart,
joined as one
my God and I
spiral out from deep heart's core 
plying,
playing,
embracing worlds beyond my narrow grasp;
our spiral broadens,
spinaing,
weaving,
bringing deep within our spiraling dance
the heart of all that lives.

like the silence
of that voice on the cross
uncovering the soundless
Word of God.
Breath
To be inhaled by God
is to inhale the breath
she thinks
she's surrendered.
Bread
The quiet and vulnerable
Sacrament.

In surrender
To this bread
she becomes as silent
as the God who surrenders
to her hunger.
Beatitude
She herselfbecomes
the silent bread
her sisters eat.

Ann Marie Slavin, O.S .F.
Murray Bodo, O.EM.
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OCT. 24- NOV. 1,2010
8-DAY
FRANCISCAN RETREAT
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JOURNEY OF THE HUMAN
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nnlversary liongress
on Franciscan Preaching
Filling the World with the Gospel:
Past, Present and Future

Time: June 10-13, 2009

-¥-l.

~"

Place: Franci~can Sisters Retreat Center
W~VV.'. d<
Colorado Spnngs, CO
~
~, Participants: All Franciscans are welcome
Sponsored by: H~ Name Province
of the Order of Friars Minor
Complete details later
For information call Fr. Raphael Bonanno, O.F.M.
617-542-6440 Ext. 187
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Theology and
Spirituality with a
Franciscan Vision

"the FISC leaves a footprint on the heart of those who have been
fortunate enough to experience it" ...
"Truly FISC is International, and I am honored to be a part of
such a Franciscan Institution, or more appropriately, Franciscan
community."

At the Franciscan International Study Centre in Canterbury, we
follow St. Francis' exhortation to study in such a way that the
spirit of prayer and devotion are not extinguished.
We welcome students from across the world and at different
stages of their life journey. You can study courses in Catholic
theology and Franciscanism, from Certificate to MA and PhD
level. Students come for sabbatical breaks, ongoing formation
and to pursue post-graduate research interests. We offer
flexible study routes, including distance learning, part-time and
evening study, allowing you to balance study with work, family
and community commitments.
Our students, our faculty and our academic reputation are
international. Visitors comment on how we exemplifY the
Franciscan ethos of spirituality and hospitality. We offer a
friendly community, good accommodation, and a vibrant
liturgical life. We organise numerous special events, including
The ExCorde Programme of lectures, the Scotus and Ockham
lectures, an annual Franciscan conference and a pilgrimage to
Assisi.Canterbury offers easy access to a wealth of European
culture and history in London , Dover, Oxford, Cambridge,
Paris and Brussels.
We welcome in a spirit of ecumenism all who seek to follow in
Christ's footsteps.

R(\ncisc(\n
Inter n a llonill Study Centre
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Franciscan International Study
Centre
Giles Lane, Canterbury, Kent CT2
7NA, UK info@franciscans.ac.uk
www.franc iscans.ac. uk -++44 1227
769349

These are just two of the comments we have received from students.
Why not come and see for yourself?

At the Franciscan International Study Centre in Canterbury we
follow St. Francis' exhortation to study in such a way that the spirit of
prayer and devotion are not extinguished .

II1I

We welcome students from across the world and at different stages of
their life journey. You can study Theology, History, Philosophy and
Spirituality, taught from within the Franciscan Intellectual Tradition.
We offer courses at undergraduate and post-graduate level and
supervision for research degrees. Students come for sabbaticals.
ongoing formation or to pursue particular areas of interest. We offer
flexible study including distance leaming, part-time and evening
study, thus enabling you to balance study with worl<. family and
community commitments.
Our students. our faculty and our academic reputation are
international. Visitors comment on how we exemplify the Franciscan
ethos of spirituality and hospitality. We offer a friendly community .
We organise
good accommodation, and a vibrant liturgical life.
numerous special events, including The ExCorde Programme of
lectures. the annual Duns Scotus lecture and Franciscan Conference.
the pilgrimage to Assisi. Canterbury offers easy access to London.
Dover. Oxford, Cambridge, Paris and Brussels.
We welcome in a spirit of ecumenism all who seek to follow in Christ's
footsteps.

Franciscan Intemational Study
Centre. Giles Lane. Canterbury. Kent
CT27NA. UK
info@franciscans.ac.uk
www.franciscans.ac.uk
++44 1227 769349
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FR#lNCIS.CA_N
p flrLGRIMAGES
A pilgrimage is a journey to a sa cred place as an act of devotion . The guiding pr inciple is t he
spiritua lity of places. The pil g rim is invited into a un ique expe rien ce of God. Ple ase con sid er
joi n in g us o n o ne o f our outst anding prog rams tha t cou ld have a lasting impact on you r
life.

Franciscan Pilgrimages to Assisi
March 2 -13
June 3 -15
June 30 - July 12

Franciscan Family Pilgrimage to
Rome and Assisi

F RANCI S CAN

CENTER

PRESENTS

SAINT BONAVENTURE ' S

JOURNEY OF THE HUMAN PERSON
INTO GOD
ANDRE

R. CIRINO, OFM Be JOSEF RAISCHl., SFO

July 5 - 15

July 24 - August 5
October 2~ - November 4

Franciscan Study Pilgrimages

Franf=t5(:an Study Pilgrimage 2
~
Aug ust 20 - September 6

e\JJ

Franciscan Pilgrimage to Ireland

July 2-25
September 13 - October 7

Franciscan Pilgrimages to the Holy
Land
Ap ril 20 - May 4
October 26 - November 3

June 1 - 11

Franciscan Pilgrimage for
Franciscan Leadership Pilgrimages
Educators. Administrators and
Oc tober 6 - 16
Alumni of Franciscan Colleges and
October 12 . 22
Universities
October 18 - 28

FRIDAY , MARCH20, 2009AT5:00

PM

TO
SUNDAY , MARCH 29, 2009 AT 2:00

PM

An eight-day retreat through Bonaventure's Soul's Journey

t

by means of a series of prayerful experiences, explanations, and liturgies
"This is the JllO,5i holi~c, inch~~ive, all-encompassing retreat I have ever experienced, incorporating
body, mind, spirit. movemeut, the arts, visual;, audio, symbols and rituals. The progression from day to
day was so meaningful."
SI'. M. DlriS/CUB Waterwtt, OSF, Little Falls, AfAr

May 22 - June 1

Franciscan Pilgrimage to
Southern California Missions

Intellectual Tradition Pilgrimage
England

July 19 - 25

'The finest relreat I've ever made."

Hr. Joseph Schwab, Ofl( Scottsdale, AZ

July 1 - 12

"This retreat reconnected me 10 the Word of God who ".alks in our ilin,"
Jan Kilian, OSF, little Falls, M},r

Pi lgrims in Assisi; St . Mary of t he Angels in th e backgroumd.

~ retreat is w more than a mechanical chapte.r-by-chapter e.~lanation and interpretllrion of
BODa\'ellture's text; it is a living elo.-perience that immerses the retreatanl in the Seraphic Doctor. You
might think ofil as theology fur the non-theologian."
Pa.ul Perkins, SFO, San JoS €, CA.

'1 came to this retreat wondering if I would e">'ef I!lIIimtand Bonaventure and his JOUIlley. I left with
new eui:hu..~ and a seuse of peace in my se.arch for God."
Barbara Gt:Jergen, OSF, Sa" Diego, CA.

Single ocrupancy: $675
_
Double occupancy: $585 each
Register early with a non-refundable deposit of $100; ba.la.nce due FebrualY 15. 2009.

20 0 9

Customized programs available

www.rran(iseanPilgrimages.(Om
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The Fr2D.WCaJI Cmttr
A ~JIlU for 5pirirual rorewal
3010 N. PelT,), Amloe
Tampa, FL 33~345
TiliplloM: (813)229-2695
F.m3i: Frangtr t# fwppIblY .,r.sg.m

Fu: (813) 2~S-07..s
DJD!,fr'pg,r·nrcptcrtaJPDa.qrg
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FRANCISCAN PEACEMAKING PROGRAM
As followers of Christ, we are called to be
peacemakers. Jesus even refers to these
followers as "blessed sons and daughters."
(Mt 5:9) As Franciscans following in the
footsteps ofSt. Francis of Assisi in his
example of following Christ, we in
particular have a special charge to be
"channels of peace," to learn to be
peacemakers.
We can't satisfy this requirement of our
faith simply by willing ourselves to be
peacemakers. Obviously, being a
peacemaker is not an easy task in our
world; if it were, then we already would
have peace. However, through prayer,
study, the fostering of community and
God's promise to be with us, we can be
peacemakers in our families, friaries,
church and world.

FOR MORE INFORMATlON ON
THE ENGAGE FRANCISCAN
PEACEMAKING PROGRAM
AND/OR FACILITATORS'
TRAINING:
Russell Testa, Executive Director
Franciscan Action Network
202-527-7561
testa(.lli·ancisciIll3c lion.org
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The world and our lives are crying out for
people to answer God's invitation to be
blessed sons and daughters. Violence is a
significant part of our lives and larger
wo rld. The news is filled with stories of
war, destruction of creation, people's
livelihoods being ripped away by
employment changes, gangs in our
neighborhoods, and domestic violence. In
our lives, we have family conflict, violence
to ourselves through overwork,
interpersonal disagreements within our
church, and other ways that we do not
experience peace. THIS STTUATION
DOES NOT HA VE TO BE' WE CAN
CHANGE IT'

What is the Engage: Franciscan Peacemaking Program?
Engage is a 10·session , intense immersion experience and spiritual journey for a
smal l group (12- 18 persons) to become Franciscan Peacemakers. During the 10
sessions, the group wi ll learn:
o Howconnict and violence are a part of our life and world, fillin g gaps
absent of love that we must not ignore.
o How' injustice is allowed to grow in our society by cultural, social, political,
economic and personal choices made on a regular basis.
o The many facets of injustice and violence in globalization, eco-Just ice ..
o The Christian and Franciscan spirituality that must be part of the response
to the world's anguish with rega rd injustice and violence.
o How connict can be transformed by peacemaking communications, connict
resolution and strategic action in our families, churches, neighborhoods,
nation and world.
o Strategies and methods to be effective Franciscan peacemakers in ollr
everyday lives.
o A potential for a new sense of excitement and deepening of faith.
o How the processes of globalization can ei ther lead to peace-building or
violence; as Franciscans, we work to build peace.
This program is being offered as a result of a collaboration between the Franciscan
Action Network, w\VII Jranc iscanaction.org, Holy Name Province Franciscans,
1r\l'w.hnp.org/jpic, and Pace e Bene Nonviolence Service, w\vI\ .pacecbt:n.org. The
goal of our act ion is to increase the spiritual depth and skills of Franciscans and
Franciscan-hearted people so that the peace of Christ might more fully enter our
world.

RESULT of the ENGAGE PROCESS
At the end of the Engage process,each host group or
ministry wilihave acore group of skilled peacemakers able to
help them take astronger peacemaking position in the work
of the church. However,this process is not necessarily about
creating new programs for already busy people; rather,it can
help enhance the programs you already are doing,making
them more effective at bringing forward the peace of God
through their actions.
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Facilitator Training Opportunity:
The Engage Franciscan Peacemaking Process is designed so that facilitators easily can follow the guide
and materi als prepared by Pace e Bene. Ho\\ever, to ensure the best possible process and to increase
faci litators' confidence, the Franciscan Action Network will offer a three-day training opportunity on
fOllr separate dales. The training session is designed to help facilitators become more fluent in the
process and leam holY to handle some of th e common stumbling blocks lhat can arise in small group
dynamics.

hat it takes to do the Engage Franciscan Peacemaking Process:
What is provided by Francisca n Act ion Network (FAN)?
All the Resources needed to do the Engage Francisca n Peacemaking Process
Promotional materials for newsletters & bulletins
Facilitators' Guides (order forms)
• Panicipant Guides (order fOnTIs)
• Training for Facilitators (see the notice)
• On-going support for facilitators, as needed
• Yes, training materials will be available in Spanish
What is provided by the local ministry/sponsoring group')
12-18 paniclpants ready to become Francisca n peacemakers
• Two facilitators willing to lead the process
• Willingness to promote the process and provide pastoral leadership as
needed
• A regular room for hosting the IO-week gathering
What is provided by the individual participant')
Awillingness to clear their schedule for full panicipation
• An openness to being transformed tlu-ough a spiritually deepening
process

i WHEN & WHERE [S THE FAC[L1TATORS' TR4[N[NG?
: The Facilitators' training wi ll be offered in four locations during 2008. Housing is available for out-of
: - town panicipants. (20M lraining dClles /0 be announced soon)

I,,
I
I

• Monday. Jul y 21 (5:30PM)-Thursday, July 24, 2008 (3:00PM)
(Just prior 10 the Franciscan Federation Convention)
Denver. Colorado-Loreno Spirituality Center
• Thursdav, September 4 (5:30 PM) - Sunday, September 7, 2008 (3:00 PM)
WasliinglOn. DC; Center for Educational Design & Communication
• Thursday, September 18 (5:30 PM)-Sunday, September 21,2008 (3:00 PM)
MillI'alikec, W!-- School Sisters of St. Francis

,
I
I
I

II
I

• Thursday, October 23 (5:30 PM) - Sunday, October 26,2008 (3:00 PM)
Ringwood, NJ--Franciscan Spiritual Center
WHAT [S THE COST?

! Participalion in the facilita tor training will cost $25000, which covers the cost for a copy of the

A Franciscan Public Peacemaking Response

In addition to important local, ministry-based
peacemaking action that might arise from the
process, there is also a need to unite our
resources as Franciscan ministries with others,
so that, together, we might be able to help mak e
more peace in our world.
Franciscan Action Network (FAN) has
peacemaking as a one of our three main issue
areas of focus. To this end, FAN is committed
to on-gotng advocacy and public media work to
promote U.S, domestic and intemational
peacemaking efforts.
Please sign-up with FAN and visit our website
often to stay connected.
WWW,FRANC1SCANACT10N .ORG
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Next Steps:
HOW TO HAVE YOUR MINISTRY/GROUP
PARTICPATE ...
It's as easy as one-twa-three

i facilitator guide, ai l iraining materials, and all meals & breaks. Those in need a/housing will incur an
I

addilionClI ch(JIge 0/ $90,00/0 cover the cos/ of/he en/ire three evenin>! SlaY.

!

: Please note-a limited number of scholarships are ava il able, so please do not let budgetary constraints

i, keep you from participating. (Contact FAN for more information.)
,

: HOW DO [ REG[STER?

1. Determine what day of the week you wtll
offer the training.
2. Find at least two persons willing to facilitate
the process.
3. Fill out and return the enclosed registration
form for facilitator's training,
(Note-if you already have trained facilitators,
please contact Russ Testa at FAN for next steps.'
testa@franciscanactionorq.)

i On the included registration form. Please complete and return the form along with payment of least y,
: of your expected cost to the address Indicated (Balance is due at Ihe time of the training). Space is
i limited to 20 persons so please do not delay.
I

! CANCELLATION POLICY
I

I We understa nd th ai people's situalions and schedules change unexpectedly; however, costs are
, incurred to hold a spot. jf you lei us know of changed plans requiring you to cancel at leastlll'o-weeks
in advance or the training. we can retum up to 'I, of what you have paid If possible, we will attempt to
retum more. Cancellations with less than two weeks notice will be add ressed on a case by case basis.

Franciscan Action Network
Transforming the world in the spirtt of SI. Francis & St. Clare

PO. Box 29053
Washington, DC 20017
202-527-7575 or 888-364-3388 (toll free)
202-527-7576(m
\\"\\w.frallc iscanac lion or~
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• s~iri~~ty Center
200 St. Francis Avenue
Tiffin, OH 44883
Phone (419) 443-1485
Fax (419) 447-1612)
e-mail: retreats@stfrancisspiritualitycenter.org
www,stfrancisspiritualitycenter,org

UPCOMING EVENTS
Please view our website for more information on the
following programs....
From Religion to Faith
Oc to ber I I - I 7, 2008
",a s ix day retreat with Autho r and Retreat Leader
S ister Barb ara F iand, S N ND
Prese nter: Ba r ba ra Fi a nd is a Si~ter of ~!o tr c Da me de Nam llr. She giyes
re trea ts, workshop,.; , courSes on holi:-;tic/ leminist/q uantu lIl :-.p irirua li ty. p raye r,
reli g ious life,

ADay for You filled with Peace & Prayer
You are invited to consider aspecial day for yourself. The invitation is
open anytime through the year. (if space is available)
Experience a renewed presence of God in your life. Listen to God, to Life in
stillness, in reflection, in Prayer, in reading, in walking, in resting.
Tailor your dayin any way from approximately 9:00 am to 4:00 pm
$15.00 donation requested for the day. Lunch and snacks included.
Spiritual Direction is available - Cost is extra,
Private Retreats Individually Tailored are available at St. Francis Spirituality
Center
Need to get away? Need some time to focus on your life? Or maybe you need to
reconnect to God? A time for renewal may be just the right thingl Time spent on
self-renewal is time well spent! Call! We can help you design just the right retreat
FOR YOU. 419-443-1485

retreats@stfrancisspiritual itycenter.org
Visit our website: www.stfrancisspiritualitycenter.org

Fo r Ill any of u:-; the "\\ ell" has run dry and \\"(:~ are lo ng-ing I()!' a dep th encounter
" ith the f'~ i t h OCOUl' tradition, This retreat "ill all ow lo r thi s op po rtll n lty,
\ ,\ 'e will l'e\'isit Ou r ~nc i e nt srories and thollghrfully- -in the context of roday

q ues tion in to th e m Ic)!' th e ir power and relt" ' a nce. O Li r hope i5 to n:con ncc r with

the e ne rgy a nd \\" ith the dream, to re vi'IO Il and n:coml1l it olll'..;:eh t::.' .

S ugges ted O ffering: $360,00

" Pra ying Out of the Bo, "
October 30, 2008
1000 am - 3: 00 pm
'" a day of re fl ec ti on on di fferent ways and oppo nuni ties to pray in o ur busy li ves,

November
"'Potter)! Retreat"
N ov ember 7 - 8, 2008
.. an experience of the creative process th ro ugh pottery making, prayer and
refl ection. No pottery experience necessary,
Retreat Leader: Sr. Jane francis Oml o r, OSF, Potter
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I Thank you,

lenifer S. Smitfi

I) s~iri~~ty Center
200 St. Francis Avenue
Tiffin, Ohio 44883
419-443-1485
retreats@stfrancisspiritualitycenter.org

www.stfrancisspiritualitycenter.org
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Franciscan Studies
From Your Home

.•God.s Extravagant Love" : reclaiming
the Franciscan Theological Tradition
sponsored by Sisters ofSt. Fro ncis ofPhiladelphia

PROGRA.\l UPDATE, 20 08-9
n venty·six yea rs ago, Eric Doyle O,F,M" Fra nciscJ!l scholar from Canterbury,
England encouraged us to immerse ourselves in our Franciscan theological
tradition, He urged us to "enter into fresh di alogue witl: ii unt il it becomes part
of the ve T)' ai r we breathe and forms th e structures of ou r \ision of God,
humanity, and th e world, ' [The Cord 32,4(lg82)lJJ .]

This Program seeks to do just thatI

STILL TO COME:
.lu 'l,· ~ - l ll .

21)(IS

1m!. FJ:! ,\!~ h3.f ~ 1..c311 S ~I('rS
M~'I11b:!

Sl'prl'mhl'r 11·\ t 10US
Fra-.c:"',.:an ::; !UJ~ Cenln', f :!ntt'rburj.

Seventeen weekends, three retreats (Colo rado Spri ngs, Hawa ii
and Aston), plus an International two week course in Nairobi, Ke nya
in to this experience, we have heard:

En, I,nd
\tpu' mht' r 1 8-~r , 20US
rfjn~~41n

Relfeill (('1m',. Tiffin nH

St'pl t' m[x>r 11,l·2 I. 2UI)8

China l tf)lf'r. S~ingfh." IJ Il - \l td\~ f'S1
O:>f Colllb.x3!ion . ~ 11·,:,-0fJI11 x4:\2
' t'plem ber 26-28. 21)11S
S! J.l)qd1 f,IIUlI} Cenler. SpOkiiliC' WA

> This opened a whole new world to me, U's adifferen t lens,
diffel'ent way ofseeing and experiencing life - makes aI/ thedifference bllt
its diJjicultto take off "old" glasses,
fI

y Good timing .. , we need milch more oftllis. Pl'Ofound,.,
nothing short of amazing ... It is a broad springboard giving many
tastes oftop ics for fu rther study .. , very enriching,

l (N·9S+ JiS~

>

Ol' lO herJ-S. 2UllS
f riifll:i<)(l:T RfnC\\ill (~ mer. Sc oa.~k AZ
.t ~ U·q';~· ij~1

\ [S3

\ clvrmht'r

1~ · 1 6 ,

] (108

FrancMJ.n Splr.tL.11 tmler. (\510n PA
bIO· S;R-61 ; ~

Keep urg ing - keep remindin g - keep tT11sting!

And so we are .. Wit h 14 Programs to come in 2008 and 2009 .
., We hCJllt II 11U1I/flt! W()/, J tf) speuk ,,, t ill' " 'J1t('~rn :; pres"f1/
i1l todo y's CIII/ref! (l 1Id to tire aises uffectillg VIII' sut:ielv,"

\ l:lY 3·9, 2(l1i ~

Bill Shorl O.F )I

A:isisi Ht'IShls. R oc~ler , \ f\I
~nr·Jli~· ' .t41

g· IO, 2(I(N
L3d}v.dt SU T1) rn~lJr'lJ- r\ID\1 S i s(~' rs
Mal 1<'1' ,2009
W :;.l~m Ireland I=\ :D\ I Sisirfs
II, ~

Ju h lft· 2It, 2009 R('IH';J I
Pon:umuLJ C~ItI("1 ~Jif Pr.:l\C':', FrilI1~ lIm II

11;·. 69-48\)

.
3·8, 2009 Rrlre:.1
Frami;ctl1 Spimu.J] (cll.~r. '~ Ion Pf\
hll.. 5~S·('I t ~ ~
\ u ~ u~ t

Orloha 2,.I ,1!109
F~n(j)l.. ,J'l Reut'JI C,,:tcr, Da1l111r C"
91S· 817 ·YI 41
O(, lo her 16·18, 10119
rr;i' :l~ ...an Spirl!u.al Cl"ll!cr, R.j:i~ \\o od. NJ
9" }.w,>'J7-' ~

INSTITUTE FOR
CONTEMPORARY
FRANCISCAN LIFE

Program Costs
Determined by each sponsor.
Information: Kathleen Moffatt O.S.F.
Skmoffatt @aol.com ; cell phone: 302'559' 0952
Team Members:
lola", Jo Chal'« , Pnrt bnd, OR; Juli, KC('ga n, Wilmingw. , DE: Patricia La rki n,
Syracuse. NY; .\rlene .MrDonough, Wilmington. OE; Panicia5mlth. \Vil mins.ton, DE;
Joanne Bmin,ki. PittsbuTj\h, P,I; CeleSte ctavel, Portla nd. OR: )lary Farrell, .-15lnn,
Po; Mart,l.ne Hr"ku. Asl"n, P.' ; Pa md, KlJd, Dublin, lr<iaod: .-Inn(·ttl' Lucchese,
Ri n&""l.)()d. NJ; Rosemary !\"arolita no, He\\i tt, SJ; D:3I1eTomkinSfJ n, NCh-pClrt, RJ ;
Helen 8ud.ik, t15ton, PA, /(;llh l" nGaniel. Wi nslOnSal< m, :\(; II.k'nJ.,nl!lQ n,
Wilmington. DE: Marlene Kline, Pitlsoo'llh, P.'I; ,Iulie )lc(ole, Booth"yn, PA:
K,th leen O,bel!. Fayel ~; i", NY
Coordinator: Kathlt'cn MoffaTt, Wilmington, DE

Guided, non-credit courses on the heritage of
St. Francis of Assisi.
The Institute for Contemporary Franciscan Life (ICFL) at
Saint Francis University in Loretto, Penn sylvania,
allows adult learners the opportunity to increase Franciscan knowledge
and learn more about Catholic Franciscan values and
their influence on contemporary society through distance education.
A vailable courses are.'
FRANCISCAN GOSPEL LIVING IN THE

FRANCISCAN PRAYER

CONTEMPORARY WORLD

FRANCISCAN SERVANT

THE FRANCISCANS:

LEADERSHIP

A F AMIL Y HISTORY

ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI,

FRANCISCAN SPIRlTUALITY

AN INTRODUCTION

CLARE OF ASSISI:

THE RULE OF THE SECULAR

HER LIFE AND WRlTINGS

FRANCISCAN ORDER

To learn more about how you can enhance
your Fra nciscan knowledge, contact us at:
(814) 472-3219 • ICFL@franci s,edu
www.francis.edu
(lCFL can be found by clicking on Centers
or Continuing Education's Non-Credit Prog rams.)
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LEARNING THE GOSPEL WAY OF FRANCIS
Friday, Oct. 3, 5:30pm - Friday, Oct. 10 , 9:30am

dol' persollal tJll1iciJmen( minfJten'al enhanc8ment
and deepmlng 0/religi(}usj;nnatlOn.. .
MICHAEL

CROSBY

ONLINE
GRADUATE
CERTIFICATE
IN
FRANCISCAN
TH,EOLOGY &
SPI RITUALITY
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

WASHINGTON
HEOLOGICAL
NION
.s4utol~~,,,ttd MiNb'fr,

To Inquire Call (202) 54 t -521 0 or email fcp@wtu.edu
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O.F.M . Cap

In the midst of the violence of his day - in church and
society - Francis discovered God calling him to embrace
a gospel vision that linked him with the lepers of his day,
Building on his new book : FINDING FRANCIS,
FOLLOWING CHRIST, Michael Crosby will develop this
theme with two extended co nferences a day ending with
the call to livi ng the "life of
penance" in joy.
OFFERING: $365, Early Bird Discount
Rate : $345 - if reg istered by

Sept 3 ($75 deposit secures your
reservation and is credited to the offering for the retreat.)

To register, call 563/582-3592

RET R EA T e E N T E R

1001 Davis St , Dubuque, Iowa
http://membersaol.com/DBQShaloml

FRANCISCAN INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
In

SPIRITUAL DIRECTION and DIRECTED RETREATS
A three-month ministerial and experiential program born out
of the conviction that our Franciscan charism enables us to
bring a distinctive Franciscan approach to our ministries .

F~ further

information contact:

David Connolly, ofm Cap .
Mt Alverno Retreat Centre
20704 Heart Lake Rd .
Caledon , Ont. LON lCO , Canada
Email: david_cap@hotmail.com
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Latest Releases from
Franciscan Institute Publications
Sunday Sermons of St. Bonaventure
Introduction, Translation and Notes by Timothy J. Johnson
Timoth y John son's introduction se ts the tone fo r a meditative foray into the se
remarkable sermons by Bonaventure .

Ii ISBN: 978-1-57659- 145-1

$50.00

Collations on the Seven Gifts
of the Holy Spirit
Introduction and Translation by Zachary Hayes, O.F.M.
Notes by Robert J. Karris, O.F.M.
Thi s first English translation of St. Bonaven ture's Col/ationes de seprem donis l
Spirirus Sancti is an exquisite collection of biblical reflections.

iI ISBN:13: 978- 157659-147-6

$40.00

Disputed Questions
on Evangelical Perfection
Introduction by Robert J. Karris,
translation by Thomas Reist and Robert J. Karris.

ISBN: 978-1 -57659- 146-8

Available from Franciscan Institute Publications:
History of the Third Order Regular Rule:
A Source Book
$45 plus shipping,
or check our shopping cart for special offers:
franciscanmart. s bu. edu
300

$45.00

WTU 2007 Franciscan Evangelization
Striving to Preach the Gospel
Edited by Elise~Saggau, O.S.F.
The scholarly authors of these essays probe important facets of preac hing and
its history in the Franciscan tradition. The reader wi ll enjoy the in sights of such
we ll -known scholars as Colt Anderson , Joseph Chinnici , Dominic Monti , and
Darleen Pryds.

SBN: l3: 978-1-57659-148-2

$14.0
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See our website for a comprehensive
list of titles published
by The Franciscan Institute.

..

Franciscan Action Network
Transforming the world in the spirit of 51. Francis & 51. Clare
PI).
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Franciscan Institute Publications
The Franciscan Institute
St. Bonaventure University
St. Bonaventure , NY 14778 USA
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Engage Franciscan Peacemaidng Program
2008 Program & Tra in ing Year
Fac ilitator's Registration
(please type ar prill')

Name:

II

http ://franciscanpublications .sbu.
edu
email: franins t@sbu.edu
Phone: 716-375-2105

~

Fax: 1-800-541-2525
or 716-375-2213

FMNCIS(At\J

Address:

Daytime Phone:
E-mail:
Name of group/ministry where
you will facilitate this process:

Mark your calendars!
The Franciscan Institute
announces two one-week courses
for Summer 2009:
Franciscan Solitude
Andre Cirino, O.F.M.
June 29-July 3, 2009
8:30-11: 15 a.m.

Angela of Foligno
Diane Tomkinson, O.S .F.
July 6-10,2009
8:30-11:15 a .m.
See the forthcoming Program Booklet for complete de
tails about all courses being offered in Summer 2009 .

Address of group/mini stry where
yo u will fac ilitate:

What dates do you hope to facilitate this program?
Please mark which facilitator training you hope to attend:
_ _ Jul y21 -24
Denver, CO

_ _ Sept. 4-7
Washington, DC

_ _ Sept. 18-21
Milwaukee, WI

Wil l yo u need housing for the facilitator's training? _ _ _ yes

Oct. 23-36
Ringwood , NJ
no

(Please nOle-direclions for Iravello Ihe training will be sem atier your registration is received)

Charge for training (please make checks payable to "Fran ciscan Action Network" :
Workshop Cost= $250.00 (Includes all meals. malcrials & facili lalOr manual)
Housing Cost= $90.00
Your Totll'!!'$

---

Please return completed form with at least Y, of your total payment to:
Franciscan Action Network
PO. Box 29053
Wa shington, DC 20017
Fax-202-527-7576
E-mail: registrati on@ti"anciscanaction .org
(Any payment balance is due at the training.)
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ON THE FRANCISCAN CIRCUIT

Abbreviations
FRANCISCAN PEACEMAKING FACILITATORS ' TRAINING

September 4-7, 2008
Washington, DC
September 18-21 ,2 008
Milwaukee, WI
October 23-26, 2008
Ringwood, NJ
e 293 and ree:istration form on
GOD'S EXTRAVAGANT LOVE

September 11-14, 2008
Franciscan Study Centre, Canterbury, England
September 18-21, 2008
Tiffin, OH
September 19-21, 2008
Springfield , IL
September 26-28, 2009
Spokane, WA
October 3-5, 2008
Scottsdale, AZ See ad

Adm
BIL
Ctc
CtExh
IFrg
2Frg
3Frg
LrAm
ILtCI
2LtC I
ILtC us
2LtCus
ILtF
2LtF
LtL
LtiVlin
LtOrd
LtR

LEARNING THE-GOSPEL WAY OF FRANCIS

ExhP
PrOF

October 3-10,2008
Michael Crosby, OFM Cap.
Dubuque , Iowa
See ad page 299

PrsG
OfP
PrCr
ER

FRANCISC~PIRITUALITY RETREAT

October 3-5, 2008
Fr. Allen Ramirez, OFM, Conv.
at San Damiano Retreat Center in Danville, CA.
For more information
call Lorraine Steele at 925.837.9141
or visit our website: www.sandamiano.org.
FROM RELIGION TO FAITH

October 11-17, 2008
Sister Barbara Fiand, SNND
Pottery Retreat
November 7 -8, 2008
Sr. Jane Francis Omlor. OSF
See ad
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Writings ofSaint Francis
T he Admonitions
A Blessing for Brother Leo
T he Ca nticl e of the Creanlres
The Ca nticl e of Exhortation
Fragments of\Vo rchester
Manuscript
Fragments of T homas of Celano
Fragments of Hugh of D igne
A Letter to Br. Anthony of Padua
First Letter to th e Clergy
(Earlier Edi tio n)
Second Letter to dle Clergy
(Later Ed itio n)
T he First Letter to the Custodians
The Second Letter to th e
C ustOd ians
T he First Letter to the Faithful
T he Second Lette r to the Faithful
A Letter to Brother Leo
A Letter to a Minister
A Letter to the Entire Order
A Letter to the Rulers of the
People
Exho rta tion of th e Praise of God
A Prayer Inspired by the Our
Father
The Praises of God
T he Office of the Passion
The Prayer before the Crucifix
T he Earli er Rule (Regula 11071
bullata)

LR
The Later Rule (Regula bullata)
RH
A Rule for Hermitages
SalBVM A Salutation of the Blessed Virgin
Mary
Sa lV
A Salutation of Virtues
The Testament
Test
TPJ

Franciscan Sounes
IC
2C
3C
LCh
Off
LJS
VL
1-3JT
DCom
TL
1.I\1P
2MP
HTrb
ScEx
AP
L3C
AC
1-4Srm
LMj
LMn
BPr
ABF

True and Perfect Joy
LFI

Writings ofSaint Clare
ILAg
2LAg
3LAg
4LAg
LEr
RCI
TestCI
BCI

First Letter to Agnes of Prague
Second Letter to Agnes of Prague
Third Letter to Agnes of Prague
Fourth Letter to Agnes of Prague
Letter to Ermentrude of Bruges
Rule of Clare
Testament of Clare
Blessing of Clare

~SF

ChrTE
ChrJG

The Life of Saint Francis by
Thomas of Celano
The Remembrance of th e Desire
of a Soul
The Treatise on th e Miracl es by
Thomas of Celano
The Legend for Use in the Cho ir
The Divine Office of St. Fmncis
by Julian of Speyer
The Life of St.Francis by Juli an
of Speyer
The Versified Life of St. Francis
by H enri d'Av ranch es
The Praises by Jacapone da Todi
The Divine Comedy by Dante
Aliegheri
Tree of Life by Vbertino da Casale
The Mirror o f Per fection. Smaller
Version
The Mirror of Perfection. Larger
Version
The History of the Seven Tribu
lations by Angelo of C lareno
The Sacred Exchange between
St. Francis and Lady Poverty
The Anonymous of Perugia
The Legend of the T hree Co m
panions
The Assisi Compilation
The Sermons of Bonaventure
The M ajor Legend by Bonaven
ture
The Minor Legend by Bonaven
ture
The Book of Praises by Bernard
of Besse
The Deeds of St. Francis and His
Com panions
The Little Flowers of Saint Francis
The Knowing of Saint Francis
The C hronicl e of Thom<ls of
EcclestOn
The Ch ronicle ofJordan of Giano

